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WHITNEY ARRIVES
AT INDIAN MARBOR.

IIT

to Verify Cook's Claims
and Incidentally Rescues Crew
of Whaler.

PRESIDENT

Fill1011

PLUS

FATAL DUEL OVER
PUEBLO WOMAN.

PAGEANT

Wellknown Business Man Staggers to
the Street and Drops Dead
Accusing Jamison.

Is Expected

IHE CAPITOL

GOLF

AT

M

SALTAIR

NEW

PROSPEROUS

I

JUAN

Si
COM

Pueblo. Sept. 2.. Shot through the
Indian Harbor, Labrador, Seiit.
stomach during a quarivl over a womThe relief ship "Jearinie" has arrived
known as Clara Jamison, ami while
here having on board Harry Whitney
- an
Com-- !
he was dying, Henry Smith, a well
the young sportsman to whom Cook
known business man walked out of
savs he told the story of his dash to
the rooming house at North Union
the pole. Whitney announced his ar-- j
and Richmond avenues, suet Constarival by wireless to friends in New
ble Williams and told him that he
last night and expectei to
j Haven
had been shot by Henry Jamison and
reach the United States next week.
then talked to several acquaintances
The Jeannie also rescued Captain
fore he collapsed, dying on the way
owner and crew of six of the Duncfee
FINE
All D n G A N RECITAL CLERMONT AND HALF
St. Mary's hospital.
whaler Snowdrop, wrecked at Cape ENJOYS
Haven in 1908. The crew had suf
i
Smith in his parting word to Ills
.
fered greatly from hunger and privafriends impressed upon them his
Mounted Policemen
New Railroad Coming and
I
tions for a year anfl wore long ago Rest From Railroad Travel
Keplicas Ot Historic charge that Jamison shot him
and Gomez Making a
cut
cause.
given up as lost.
A
Sail loner fVi.
Big Irrigation Enterprise
Seems Very
Declares Both Fakers.
While Smith was staggering along
Thorough Clean Up.
Under Way.
to Taft.
Hudson,
the street for a distance of half a
Salseburg, Austria, Sept. 25. Adof
Naturalists
block, Constable Bradley was arrestdressing the Congress
Among the many messages of con- here today. Professor Albrecht F. K.
Y. Goff Black, a prominent citizen
ing Jamison. At the muzzle of the
Presi-of
23.
The
boom
New
25.
York,
Salt
Sept.
Lake, I'tah, Sept.
dolences received by Mrs. Johnson, Penck, professor of geography in the
own
the
revolver
hitter's
weapon
of
fom-!tll- e
Aztec, S:in Juan county, is spend
in
the day
sunrise guns awoke New York with which Smith was shot
wife of the late Governor of Minne- University of Berlin, made an inter- dent Taft is spending
Bnulley ing a few days in Santa Fe on irrigaen-- j
and
is
Lake
in
Salt
hlTnTr-joyinthis morning to the celebration
sota, was a heartfelt one from Gov- esting comparison of reports of Com- parative qiuet
marched his prisoner out of the build- tion matters, he being interested in
a rest from railroad travel. The
1Illdson and Rol)ert button. ing where the shooting occurred.
ernor Curry who knew and admired mander Peary and Dr. Cook concernHit- Kdeii
limy
canal, a million dollar
Comat
the
j
breakfast
day began with
wag tovvard the river (liat Hudson
'Governor Johnson very much.
The trouble between the two men proposition that will take waters out
ing the discovery of the pole. He mercial Club. Afterwards he attend-- . h
fmnd and on which Futon launched began over a woman, although it is of the L;is Animas to reclaim 40,000
Elected Superintendent of Blind Asy- analyzed the published accounts of
Mormon tab- - hjs su,.,,,,),,,
the
in
recital
an
ed
organ
tjiat five million people said she is not the wife of
Jam- acres of fertile mesa lands wiih high
lum.
their progress in reaching the pole
afterwards for Salt-ai- r turned today. Two million lined the ison. Smith had known Henry
leaving
ernacle,
ever line canal and laterals. An extension
her
territhat
conclusion
of
the
and arrived at the
The hoard of trustees
beach, the famous bathing resort shores from the Battery to Spuyten since she was a little girl and since of time was
granted Mr. Black by Tertorial blind asylum at Alamogordo has neither of them had proved that he where luncheon was served. In the
more
lined
the
million
two
Duyvil,
the
had
his
wife
a
death
of
to
ago,
able
year
was
Western
ritorial
had reached the pole or
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan,
elected R. R. Pratt of the
afternoon the President went to the Jersey shore and one million saw the frequently visited her.
Blind
the
in
to complete the first part of
which
done
of
for
Institute
scientific
furnish
having
proof
Pennsylvania
Club where he played golf, a pageant from Brooklyn and Staten
Country
called
house
Smith
at
the
Mr. Black says lhat San
today
work.
territorial
the
of
a
the
to be superintendent
SOi because neither had
sufficiently
recreiation which he greatly missed Island. The celebration was opened and with Jamison and another woman Juan county has the best fruit crop
at
blind
the
Alamogordo.
for
scientific
equipment.
asylum
with the assembling of the naval pag- roomer at ihe place, known as Noil, on the western
since the beginning of the trip.
slope this year and
Cook May Sue Peary.
Rounding Up Cattle Thieves.
in the upper bay. The four spent an hour or more in drinking will
eant
Sombrero.'
Be
Given
Will
300
cars of it. It will
25.
Dr.
fully
ship
Frederick
New
York, Sept.
.
Mounted Policemen J. B. Lusk and
American cruisers and 5 submarines beer.
When
El
Sept.
Texas,
Paso,
the
also
have
a suit
biggest corn crop for
.11
Rafael Gomez are at work rounding A. Cook contemplates bringing
Jamison became incensed at Smith years. During the past two years.
Taft visits EJPav he wiu escort to the Clermont and the Half
President
recover
to
Commander
Tor- against
Peary
up cattle thieves in Valencia,
be nresented bv thr El Paso Ohio Moon met in Kill Von Kull where the and ordered him to leave the house. 500,000 fruit trees have been planted
rance and Socorro counties. They re- damages for slander and defamation, Society with the ptiest Mexican som-- j Clermont and the Half Moon met. off Smith is said to have walked over to and the varieties have been well seto statements tonight by
port the arrest of Manuel Barela and according
brero ever exported from Mexico. The St. George. Then with the escort Jamison and to have slapped him on lected while the trees are being taken
former.
the
of
friends
held
been
tiregorio Sanchez who have
hat will be most elaborately decorat- - trailing to the rear, the two crafts, tile cheek. Smith then walked down better care of than had been the case
Dr. Cook himself had nothing to
for the grand jury and will be rear-jesteand silver. It is now being riuplicates of the originals in every the hallway and Jamison pulled a
with orchards in the past. Mr. Black
but ed in gold
by the sheriff of Socorro coun- say regarding the proposed suit
in Mexico and will cost respect, cruised along the Brooklyn
manufactured
is especially pleased on account of
adshore. Meanwhile the rest of the naty on a similar charge. More arrests his secretary, Walter Lonsdale, en- several hundred dollars.
the
steady growth in development and
mitted that the idea was seriously
will be made shortly.
Hours. val parade was assembling and as COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL
Will
the new settlers being
in
El
Paso
Be
Diaz
Eight
population,
and
Cook
by
tertained, both by Dr.
the Clermont and Half Moon entered
REVENUE ARRESTED. people of some means and of the
District Court.
Mexi25.
The
Mexico City, Sept.
the mouth of the river they fell in beRenehan and Davis, attorneys, this John R. Bradley, Cook's backer. He
class that builds up a community and
can end of the program for the meet- hind.
nan
amuavus
saiu
of
inai
suits
Federal and State Authorities Clash will make good citizens.
a
number
filed
forenoon
The great
large
at
Diaz
and
de- ing of Presidents Taft
in Georgia Over Enforcement of
in the district clerk's office. They prepared in case it was definitely
A Magnificent Display.
The railare Republicans.
was
majority
and
been
has
El
Paso
completed
to bring the suit.
Prohibition Law.
.are the following:
is
also
favorable,
road
very
situation
Mex25.
It
New
the
hours
took
York, Sept.
"But certainly nothing will be done today sent to Washington by
In Torrance county: Territory of
the Colorado and Arizona Railroad, a
to straighten out the mass of boats
ican state department.
Mr.
said
in
the
at
matter,"
Sanchez
25.
vs.
Jesus
Mexico
present
ex
Atlanta.
The
JS'ew
clash
Ga.,
rel,
Sept.
subsidiary corporation of the Southit
the
one
o'clock
when
was after
as a matter of fact "President Diaz with staff, several and
"and
the
Lonsdale,
between
et
the
and
state
federal
authoral.,
questioning
ern Pacific having surveying
camps
Ballejos
y
of pres- - formation was coniylete. First came ities
out of the trouble over scattered between Farmington and
ritrht of defendants to the manage- - it is doubtful if anything will ever be cabinet members, a battalion
growing
,
idential guards and a number of gov-- the police scout patrol boats and tor the collection of internal revenue tax- ment as trustees of the Tajique grant. done unless it is in retaliation."
Gallon, the nearest being J. miles
ernnient officials w ill leave Mexico pedo boats, then the Clermont and es came to climax today in the arrest from
four
suits
four
by
In Taos county,
Farmington where it gets its
City on the evening of October 12. At Half Moon with the immediate escort of H. A. Rucker, collector of internal
different plaintiffs against Joseph E. STRANGE TROUBLE FOR
About $50,000 have been ex- supplies.
then
be
of
will
the
Diaz
and
cruisers
President
submaries,
Chihuahua
unand
revenue
Hi
B.
Gable
Atlanta.
was
served
MAGNATE.
Thomas
at
RAILROAD
Lacome,
pended already on the EJen canal
the. guest of Governor Enrique C. five squadrons of the steam
with a warrant for contempt of the proposition which will reclaim
the
known claimants, to quiet title to inAfter two days there the chant crafts and ferry boats, motor superior court of Georgia.
terests claimed in the Arroyo Hondo
of the mesa on the east
lands
fertile
Mistaken Identity Claimed for Suing party will go to the border.
boats, tues, lighter's
sailing craft.
A warrant also
was issued lor bank of Las Animas.
grant in Taos county, the plaintiffs
Him for Alienation of Affections
i ney moved up rne miason in uum.ie
in
El
be
will
Diaz
Charles E. Slegall, government storePresident
Willis
M.
Paso;
Linton
Cutter,
being
of Other Man's Wife.
front 10 a. m. to G p. m October 16, ; line at speed of 8 miles an hour. The keeper and gangeTj who haJ refused
J. R. Chambers and Richard
TELEGRAPH COMPETITION
President Taft is expected to cross procession was fifteen miles long. (0 answer questions in court on the
Oakley.
WILL CONTINUE.
- When it reached
reP.
25.
Theodore
of
to
line
the
New
warships,
first
the
border
York, Sept.
formally
twice,
In Rio Arriba county, Venceslao
a(vjce 0f collector Rucker.
the
of
turn President Diaz's visit, and again the Clermont and Half Moon passed
Under the internal revenue laws, it
vs. Toribio Lopez, for $75.82 Shonts, former commissioner
Isthmian canal commission, has been in the evening to be the guest of alone between the warships and the js claimed by the federal officers, any Clarence H. Mackay, President of the
on a stated account.
Postal Telegraph, Denies AbsorbIn Rio Arriba county: Wirt Gomez sued for $25,000 damages, according honor at a banquet given by President Manhattan shore while the rest of the officials giving the information
F.
Frederick
to
Hipsch,
to
the
close
&
the
World,
ing Western Union.
for
by
Kutz
state
Co.,
Jersey quired by the
procession passed
& Co., vs. George W.
judge, is liable to
When the little vessels passed forfeiture of position, a fine of $1,000
Pinchot Meets Taft in Utah.
j shore.
$287.50 and 76 ewes, damages being New York manager of the Kentucky
Los Angeles, Sept. 25. That Presi- - a royal salute was firej. The Cler- - and imprisonment for one year,
distillery. Mr. Shonts is charged with
New York, Sept. 25. Clarence H.
stated at $500.
In Santa Fe county, A. M. Bergere having alienated Mrs. Hipsch's affec- dent Taft, Secretary Ballinger and Gif- - mont and Half Moon only went to
Mackay, president of the Postal Telegraof tions.
vs. Abram Crawford Voorhees
ford Pinchot may meet in Salt Lake 110th street, w here the land cere-Cit- DEATH TO BULL FROGS
ph-Cable
Company, who arrived
IS CAMPAIGN SLOGAN. yesterday on the steamship Lusitania,
took place. These included
on the President's journey
Colfax county, on balance of note
Through Delaney Nicoll, his attorwhen asked about the truth of the reney, Mr. Shonts declares that the suit ward to Spokane, where he is to de-- j speeches by Governor Hughes and
amounting to $225.08.
Novel
in
will
Indiana
the
In Santa Fe county, Helen Valdez is preposterous and is due to a strange liver his set speech upon reclamation others.
go
Municipal
Campaign
Tonight
parade
port which appeared in the press
Town Where Three Parties
vs. Antonio Valdez, for divorce. The case of mistaken identity. This led and conservation of public lands was, over the same route brilliantly lighted
throughout the country a few weeks
Are Running.
couple were married April 20, 1904, John F. Harrington, Mr. Hipsch's forecast when Pinchot left Los An- amid the greatest fireworks display
ago to the effect that the Postal Telet
y
and lawyer to make the following
dfe alleges
the
geles direct for Salt Lake City. The ever seen.
graph Company had absorbed
Her averments are quite
Roswell, Ind., Sept. 25. "Death to Western Union, said: "Neither the
head of the forestry bureau naively
A Quaint Spectacle,
a
hull frogs," is the political slogan of' Postal
nd interesting disclosing
"I am now examining a number of said that he had bought, his ticket .for
Company nor the Mackay Commoke
New York, Sept. 2o.-- V.th
tat.e of martial unhappiness. witnesses who are
disinterthat
learned
he
Salt Lake City before
have entered into an agreeabsolutely
funne
panies
from
its
antiquated
mring
ance county, The Meyers ested. I appreciate fully the import- President Taft would arrive there
fln
coming
mun,cll)a,
or purchase or lease of the
ment
with,
and
vs. Manuel . Martinez, et ance of this matter and if by any about the same time as himself. "But the Clermont proceeded, puffing
candidate will oppose the Re- Western Union or the purchase of its
pendent
and
own
under
her
steam,
15.70 on promissory notes,
and Democrat's. All candi- stock ; .and neither the Postal Company
chance it should be established to my I probably shall see the President," he grunting
was towed for some publicans
ance county, John Becker satisfaction that Mr. Shonts is the added. With the chief forester went the Half Moon
dates are running on a platform prom- nor the
favorable
a
Mackay Companies contemshe
distance
when
struck
vs. Bonifacio
Salas, for victim of mistaken identity the suit John
inhabitextinction
the
O'
ising
frogs
will
who
Hammond,
unjoin slant of the wind and proceeded
Hays
doing so. Competition will con
alance due on note,
the ponds near the town by filling plate
of course, will be dropped."
the president at Salt Lake City.
tinue.
der her own canvass with Lieutenant ing
in the ponds. Whether the Independ-ent- s
oard of Osteopathy.
Lam of the Dutch navy costumed as
Hipsch and his wife separated on
win or not the frogs will croak. BRYAN PROPOSES
; Monday, September 27, the
END IS TO COME ON SUNDAY.
August 2, and a few days later he
Henry Hudson on the poop.
,1
Board of Osteopathy will was served with a summons in a suit
TENTATIVE PLATFORM.
j
Clermont Rammed Half Moon.
TELEGRAPH TIED UP
ecial meeting at Roswell to for separation brought by his wife.
Holy Rollers Have Another Vision
BY MAGNETIC CURRENT.
New York, Sept. 25. As soon as the '
a class of applicants. The
Would Rather Not Meet Senator
and Give This Poor Old World
'
St.
off
Moon
met
Half
Clermont
f the board are Dr. C. H. AUTOMOBILE SPEED
and
Hours More.
Twenty-Fou- r
Bailey in Joint Debate at El
. f Albuquerque,
George the Clermont rammed the Half Aurora Borealis Blamed for Strange
CRAZE DEMANDS VICTIM.
president; Dr.
Paso, Texas.
Electrical Phenomenon Early
Moon doing slight damage.
sons of Roswell, vice presi-- .
West Duxbury, Mass., Sept. 25.
This Morning.
of Young Woman's Neck Broken and Her The world would not be destroyed
Charles A. Wheelon,
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 25. Replying
and treasurer.
, secretary
is
Roasted to
Male Companion
to a tirouosal to meet Senator Bailey
he said, until some time during the
Chicago, 111., Sept. 25. Two violent in ioit,t riPi)atft here on Monday. W. J.
Death in Accident.
Postoffice Matters,
twenty-fou- r
hours beginning at six
electrical earth currents, believed to!Bl.j.an sent the following telegram
office has been established at
t
o'clock tonight, say the Holy Rollers
eminate from an Aurora Borelas, today'
riz- v
.:. Chaves county, being special sonAmericus, Ga., toSept. 25. One per
yaj
assembled near Boston, now.
disturbed the telegraph service over!
r am endeavoring to secure a Dem-th- e
was burned
death, another inowles, 18 miles south. One
Believers only were allowed to enter
entire country. At seven this ocratic majority in the next Congress
been established at Negra, stantly killed, and a third seriously the Bethel during the afternoon. An
FOR BIG
an automobile driven by pYp.entinn was made in the case of
morning the wires were dead, but and win pr01)0se a tentative platform
county ; Encino, five miles burned when
resumed business during the which t ask the Democrats to accept,
John McLendon, ran off an eight foot Rev. Dr. Dillon Bronson of Brook
Lucia 21 miles west,
i gradually
embankment here early today.
is
said by the weather bureau rt,ject or amend. Believing that a de- It
day.
Methodist
a well known
clergy
stmaster Commissioned.
McLendon and Miss Vjola Herman, line,
me center or tne magnetic storm , t
tnai
d turn the aUent:on to indi- the
who
observed
proceedings
P
man,
commissionbeen
i Leyba has
one of his companions, were pinioned
was
Manitoba.
in
t,o ioono i RVimiiri nrf- iwm
i.i0io
said
the
some time. He
particiitmaster at Trampas.
beneath the wrecked car which caught for
unless Bailey
their
in
earnest
fer
were
'meetings
separate
evidently
Star Schedule.
fire. Ethel Hilt, another member of pants
FRENCH DIRIGIBLE
for a joint
of their talk
a
much
makes
but
request
that
personal
belief,
Mowing star service schedule the party, although severely burned,
BALLOON EXPLODES.
with
Women
eyes
was
meeting."
unintelligible.
n established between Hoi ran screaming to the city, two miles
closed and bodies trembling from exLeaves Hollene distant, and gave the alarm.
Cameron:
Crew of Four Crushed to Death Under CREW OF REVENUE
Miss Hermann's neck was broken citement made strange, incoherent
fcept Sunday at 7 a. m., and
Envelope and Basket of
to
CUTTER MURDERED.
which others, claiming
it Cameron by 12: leaves by the fall and death was instantaneRepublique.
translated
of
have
alive.!
tongues"
the "gift
r
$250,000
daily except Sunday at 1 p ous, but McLendon was roasted
into religious propnesies,
Reports That Moros Captured the
:" arrive at Hollene by 8 p. m.
Moullns, France,
Sept. 25. The
was
Sora and War Department is
there
that
said
Bronson
Dr.
WELL-TO-DARCHITECT
French dirigible balloon Republique,
"in the
Asked to Investigate.
IN PEN. much personal hypnotism
MUST
SERVE
Charles B Duffy of Saint exploded in the air near here today,
BUTTE FACES AN
air"
and that he even felt the influbalENTIRE SHUT DOWN
killing a crew of four. While the
Sept. 25. Inquiries
Louis is Plaintiff in the
Betrayed His Ward, a Thirteen Year ence somewhat himself.
loon was running at a high rate of areWashington,
made
the insular bureau
by
being
Old Girl and Also an Older
Case.
speed and apparently under control it of the war department regarding the
Niqht Was Given to Violence and
PATROL WAGON CAUGHT
Woman.
exploded with a loud report, falling 400 report that the revenue cutter Sora
Gun Play Between Adherents
IN OMAHA RIOT.
of Rivat Unions.
Chienp-Sent. 25. Edward Kenne feet and crushing the crew beneath has been captured by Moro pirates and
Los Angeles, Sept. 25. Milton Hyand basket,
to
the crew of fourteen murdered. No
Seeks
Prisoner
Escape
of
dy,
Houston, who is in Chicago to .the envelope
att, a well to do architect was senten: Desperate
EL
official advices have been yet receivBut is Clubbed Into Submission
promote a new railroad between
Butte, Mont., Sept. 25. After a night ced to 30 years in San Quentin today
TO
MARTINEZ
CONFESSES
ed at the war department.
served
Police.
was
l,
Paso
to
violence
and
By
and gun plays, after he had confessed to the district
given oyer
COLORADO HOLD-UP- .
Butte today faced an entire shut down attorney his relations with his ward,
yesterday with summons in a suit forj
mmaaa, uoio., sept, to leanciro ILLINOIS BANK
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 25 While a $250,000 brouehtin the circuit court
of the mines and smelters. A confer- a girl of 13, and Louise Huffman,
has confessed
WRECKED BY DYNAMITERS.
ence was called th'is afternoon between who he said, he had deceived in believ patrol wagon taking G. W. Marvin, the against him and his railroad by Martinez,
- that he was the moving spirit in the
Kenneto
Mount
robber
Charles
Louis.
B.
hack
P.
train
Vernon, 111., Sept. 25 The
of
U.
St.
as
officwas
contract
Duffy
jau
good alleged
the Miners Union and the mine
marriage
ing a
to hold up and rob the Gray bank at Bulford, seven miles east of
ials to come to some settlement of the as a legal or religious ceremony. Af-- from a barber shop last night, the dv savs he met Duffv only a few attempt
in rep- - wagon was caught in a small street j times and that he gave Duffy a chance creek paymaster of tne Victor-Amerhere, was wrecked today by dynamite
fight between the Miners and Hoisting ter receiving sentence-Hyat- t
a des-- . to make good in raising funds for the can Fuel Company of $10,000, August and the entire contents of the safe
to
made
his
estate
over
the
his
deeded
and
car
rearation
riot,
which
prisoner
Union
yesterday
Engineers'
sulted in a walkout of 80 per cent of victims each of them receiving $15,- - perate attempt to escape. He was railroad but that Duffy never raised 14, but he refuses to tell the names of were stolen.' it is believed. The
amount of booty is not known.
those Implicated with him.
a cent. .
clubbed into submission.
000.
the miners employed.
25.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

(THE

Off ROUND

c

UP.)

WITH

Koe.s,

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

rose
And beam of the
A

on

us

her hish, white

brow.
And it gleams thro' the smoke of
her dusky hair,
The scarlet poppies around her bow
And bend and blush
In the still night hush,
And nod ahd dream in the sleepy air.

SPECIALY
OF
LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (tit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists

I

streams.
star is bound

breath of the

firefly around

Established 1856.

OF AGONY

25, 1909..

Incorporated 1903

SEUGlii

Intense Itching Eczema Drove Him
Nearly to Despair Chief Surgeon
of a London Hospital Called It
Worst Case He Had Ever Seen
Got Little or No Relief Until

i

AVhile odor of lily and

LOWED

M

I

THE LADY OF DREAMS.
She leads hip away, away, away this
wonderful LaJy of Dreams.
And 1 follow content wherever she;

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

GOMPW.

BROS.

SB
Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM

CUTICURA STOPPED HIS
UNBEARABLE TORTURE

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
"About four years ago, in London, I
was troubled by a severe itching and

dry, scuity skin
She leads me away, away, away and
on my ankles and
I
follow the gleam of her gown
'
"
feet. The same,
voile skirts
in a few days,
Over the meadows wet with dew,
was the case with
Shoes (American Lady)
j
By dusky streamlets gliding thro'
my arms and
Gray bridges of a shadow town.
scalp. Icould
hardly keep from
Black dream hills rise and pathways
h,
steep,
1 need
hardly
MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
And the rain drops down on the
say, made it
w o r 8 e.
'
Then
Suits (Hart SchatT ner & Marx)
weighted grass,
large red pate lies
us
The
dream
mists
'round
curling
"
appeared, with
Shoes (Hanan)
ation
creep,
inflamm
'
"
and soreness.
(Plorsheim)
And twist and rise
After ten days,
"
To the gray bent skies,
(American Gentleman)
thousands of pmall red pimples formed.
as
we
And
elf
pass.
lights glimmer
On becoming dry, these caused intense
Hats (John B, StetsoD)
go to the
itching. 1 was advised toskin.
I did
for diseases cf the
Shirts (The Elgin)
And the days that are gone away, hospital
for a month
bo and was an
away, and the faces of long ago
or more, the chief surge;n saying: 'I
Fancj Vests
Come back through the mists and never saw such a bad case of eczema.'
But I got little or no relief. Then I
shadows gray,
remedies, but I betried many
Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
curse
of
the
and
Blessing
bygone came so bad that 1 almost, gave up in
come at once and give us a trial.
country I
despair. On coming to this
(lay,
so many accounts of cures by C'uti-cur- a
Glow or chill as the dream winds blow heard Remedies
that I resolved, as a
And the things that were are the last resource, to give them a trial. This
was after suffering agonies for twelve
things that are,
did
is life where the poppies glow months, and right glad am I that I unShadow
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
60, for I was relieved cf the almost
beams
white
of my Lady's star
The
two
three
or
after
bearable itching
MONEY TO LOAN
Gleam soft on a world
applications of Cuticura Ointment. I
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
continued its use, combined with a
In dew mists pearled,
and Cutiliberal use of Cuticura
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Where my soul glides free to my cura Resolvent Pills andScap
am more than
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
thankful to sav that after using three
loved Lenare.
of the Kennedies. I was completely
Frances E. Deeds, in Oct. Smart Set Bets
cured. I can ( nly acid that, should any
one be suffering as I did, I hope that
at SALMON Store
will do as I did, and I am sure of
in
Insane
Lodged
Asylum Deputy they
the results, Henrv Searle, 2022 Cross
Sheriff Thomas Glenn of Silver City, St., Little Rock, Ark., Oct. S and 10.'07."
for
Complete External ami Internal Treatment conyesterday lodged two unfortunates in Fvery
Ilumor or InlantH. Children and Adults
of mtirura Srap 25r) to cleanse the Skin,
the territorial insane asylum at Las sists
Cutieiira Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and Cuticura Resolvent (50c.), (or In the form of Chocolate
Vegas.
Coated Pills, 26c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Can-didSold
tliroueliout the world. Potter Drug & Chem,
Horse
Arrested for
Stealing
Corp Sole Props., Boston. Mass.
Our ilaile I Froeu Cuticura Book on Skin Disease
was lodged in the county jail at
Las Vegas yesterday, having been arrested at Tucumcari on the charge of appointed by Mayor Pratt, that the
Ban Francisco Street.
Phone 10a
horse stealing.
order of Panta Pontois is a secret poThe largest and the only up -to - date store In Santa Fe.
Broke .His Leg Joaquin Chaves at litical organization and a menace to
Albuquerque on Thursday bad his leg the best interests of the city of Spobroken between knee and ankle by kane, 30 young men armed with petibeing thrown out of his buggy as the tions made a whirlwind campaign in
horse started unexpectedly.
the third ward for the recall of E. V.
UM
iBygfijMffigji ijj&g.iyia.'jWf
Delfina Sena Has Accident Delfina Lambert, president of the city counSena at Albuquerque was scalped yes- cil.
Four hundred signatures were
The charge is that Lamterday by her hair being caught in secured.
1! a sewing machine belt at the Albu- bert has been unfaithful to his duties
:
:
:
Her crop of hair and that he is not competent to fill
querque laundry.
was torn from her head and she the office. It is also alleged that he
fainted.
introduced woolfoot, moonlight and
u
u
:
:
:
backstairs methods into the council
Daylight Robbery at Las Vegas
Burglars at Las Vegas yesterday af- and that he does not deny belonging
ternoon robbed the residence of Mrs. to the order under the ban. Mr. LamChristy Shaver through a rear win- bert lays emphasis on the statement
dow.
A trunk was rifled of its con- that the "recallers" are acting in the
1 tents and the thief secured a gold interest of politics and not
principles i
and declares he will he a candidate
watch, a gold ring and some money.
Sentenced for Selling Liquor Louis for
The ward is strongly
:
was sent to jail for sixty Republican, while Mayor Pratt, a DemPheimo
:
:
:
days and fined $100 by Judge Ira A. ocrat, was elected on a reform ticket.
Abbott at Albuquerque yesterday for The faction back of the recall will
selling' liquor to the Indians. G. W. also present a candidate.
Warde was fined $100 and sent to jail ;
six months for the same offense,
j for
Grain Store and Livery Barn De- Tflis Will Interest W others
stroyed The grain store and livery
barn of William Weldon at La Lande,
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Curry county, was destroyed by Are Children, a Certain relief for Fever-ishnesThe loss is
day before yesterday.
Headache, Bad Stomach,
$4,000. This is the third fire at La Teething, Disorders, move and regLande within short time and it is be ulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
lieved that, incendiaries are at work. They break up colds in 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste and
SECRET POLITICAL
harmless as milk. Children like them.
ORDER IN SPOKANE. Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40
They never fail. Sold by all druggists,
Don't accept any
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 25. Follow- 25c. Asy today.
ing a report by a citizens' committee, substitute.
'
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Salt anfl Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
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The Goldberg
PHONE 203
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register tickets
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MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

AT

PHARMACY
I

j

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper vill be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-iig a constitutional diseases requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca-- I
tarrh Cure is takeD internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby de
stroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of

PHONE NO 218

s.

PALACE AVE"

"ITSK"

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

(lullim COMMERCIAL LITERARY

SCIENTIFIC

&

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
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Idea
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Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Safety
ECONOMY
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Talcum
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Why not let us route you to good
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The Purest impalpable
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Thrilling Account of the Fierce Battle f.'ivt"
from our own Irving the
That Terminated in Moslem
ration of he glorious strife at.il the
Victory,
final expulsion of the Arabs from resfun A R , ; ,
To the Editor:
Respectfully yours,
The news of a brilliant victory of
A. L. MORRISON.
the Spaniards. ov r iheir ancient eno
mies across the Straits, is very grati

Add This Fact to Your Store of
Knowledge.
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
that many a person is nrmiy in its
grasp before aware of its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
slightest symptom of kidney disorder.
If there is a dull pain in the back,
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired,
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
irregular and
dark,
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For a Sprained Ankle.
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A sprained ankle may be cured In they used them.
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at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
$
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier....
Weekly, six months
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month,
Daily, per
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
(uNiONT,l

ABEL?

FE SEW MEXICAN,

NEW MEXICO'S THREE LARGEST,
CITIES.
has just completed its
Albuqin-rquschool census, Uiat is, the enumera-- j
lion of persons between the ages of
fivo and twenty years.
The en inner-- j
iitors found ;!."!! persons of that age,
which using the conservative multiplier of three would indicate a total population within the city limits
of 10,6-17- ,
and using the liberal multiplier of four would indicate a population of 14,196. Roswell returns a
school enumeration of 2,303 children,
on conservative
which
estimate
would mean a population of 7,089 and
on the liberal estimate 9,4."2. Santa
Fe has 2,406 children within its city
limits which on the same basis of
computation would mean an estimat-- '
ed population of 7,218 on the conservative basis, of 9,024. on the liberal
basis. With suburbs, the school enum- -

WATCH THE MILK SUPPLY.
Physicians say that tha present)
mortality, rate among infants could
be cut in half by the careful super
vision of the sources of the milk sup- lily.
Incidentally, the supervision of
thcx entnvin; nf file milk fed tn the
babies means the supervision of all
the milk that comes into our homes,
derives as much
and the grewn-ubenefit as the baby. Santa Fe consumers pay more for their milk than
do the consumers of most other towns
for here the current price is twenty-fiv- e
cents for two quarts, while at
Las Vegas it is ten cents a quart, and
there are towns where it is sold as low
as five cents a quart. Of course, the
high price cf feed in this city is the
cause for this, but in return for paying so high a price per quart there
should be some sort of guarantee that
the milk is pure and comes from
healthy animals. That means supervision. It is undisputed that milk
may be the cause of typhoid fever as
much as impure water; it is certain
of the deaths of infants
that one-hal- f
come
diseases
from gastrc-enteri- c
from impure milk and it is still a dis-- !
puted fact whether milk does not
carry tuberculi germs into the human
In a town which is as unsystem.
is Santa Fe, the sources
as
sanitary
of contamination for milch cows are
increased above the ordinary and
there should be scientific supervision
cf every pint, of milk that is sold or
peddled among local consumers.
Says the Raton Range in this
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ITOENEYS AT LAW.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fa

New Mexico

The oldest backirg institution in New Mexico.

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

R. J. PALEN, Prf sidenl.
I. A. HUGHES,
Vice Presided.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

...

Establi. hca

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

J,

B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

New Mexico

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- $75. COO
-

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Transacts a general banking business in all its branclies.

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa fe

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a- d sells
domestic and foreign exchange and "makes' telegraphic'
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transacting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate o' three per cent per annum, on six months' or yeer's
''
time, Liberal advances made on con ugnmenis of livestock
and products. The bank executes al! or Jers of its patrons in
thebankiDg line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is co isistent with sifety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
-

-
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A. B. Renehan,

&

DAVIE3.
. P. Davles,

V

is the discovery or the discoverer
Attorneys-at-Law- .
rvuii-oauia i ij
of most importance? Are we to Set
in the Supreme and DisPractice
on
5,
the conservative calculation would
the discoverer or the discovery nn a ' mean
Courts.
trict
Mining and Land, Law a
a
on
of
9,468
population
and,
The
lif dstal, or both together?
The probable specialty. Office in Catron Block.
itz
intjroctod in the ine iiperai oasis
New Mexico
Santa Fe
found
are
population figures
halfway
dlscoverv and inthe novel details of between
the conservative and the lib
travel, of heroic incident and in its eral estimates and shows that New
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
the
to
the natives,
introduction
pecu: Mexico has
one city with more
Surveyor General)
(Late
only
liarities of the region, and the scien- than 10,000
Attorney-at-Law- .
people and that is Albuis
and
tific results obtained, and
ready
Land and Mining business a spe0
querque, and that with less than
willing to give the honor and credit
people. If Santa Fe takes in its cialty.
due to the explorer.
New Mexico
suburbs, as it probably will by next Santa Fe
Livingston went, down into darkest April, it will enter the 10,000 class
Africa with an altruistic and patriotic and will give
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Albuquerque a close rub
motive. He doubtless loved exploring, for first place for Santa Fe is growAttorneys-at-Lait had a fascination for him. but he ing mere rapidly than any other town
Practic in the District Courts as
was upheld in his work by the ulti- in New Mexico just now. But at well as before the Supreme Court of
mate good it would do the inhabitants, present, taking three and a half as the the Territory.
the world at large and his country In multiplier, the three largest towns Las Cruces
New Mexico
particular. It was not his aim to set of New Mexico would line up as folhimself on a pedestal. What honor he lows in population figures:
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .
might receive from a grateful country
Albuquerque
12,422
was secondary, 'and he received it modGreater Santa Fe
Practices in the Supreme and Dis11,046
Santa Fe
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
8,421
estly when it came, He was willing
New Mexico
Socorro
Roswell
also to share with others the honors
8,271
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
j
due
credit.
to
Living-and
give others
WILLIAM McKEAN,
ston did not, try to discover Lake
"Dog eat dog," seems to be the situOne
in
Attorney-at-Law- .
Nyauza or the sources of the Nile so ation at Butte, Mont. The owners of
Mining and Land Law.
that the name of Livingston might be' the mines and smelters are not es
Cuisine and
L?rge Sample
New Mexico
gloiilied, but for the sake of the discov-- j pecially in love with the Western Fed- - Taos
Table Service
R oin for Comerv. and that his country might have:; e rat ion of
Unexcel
mercial Travelers
led
in feet, very few- Miners,
G.
W.
C.
WARD,
the honor and the world the benefit.
are outside of the members of
people
Territorial District Attorney.
Lieutenant Shackelton, in his recent thp nvpnniy.Jitinri with onpin lit if nnt
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUEFor San Miguel and Mora counties.
was
doubtless.
south
of
the
pole,
quest
tpnr1cmioa Tho wto olo. Las Vegas
Mexico
New
actuated in part by the love of explor-- j ment among the machinists and skillation and adventure and in part by a ed employes at Butte seceded from
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
strong duty and the feeling that the the Federation on account of its Jesse G. Northcutt,
C. J. Robert,
a
s
.AMERICAN AND
eyes of his country were upon him. malodorous record in the past and orAttorneys-at-Law- .
EUROPEAN PLA
others
was
to
have
.
He
accompany
glad
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trial'
ganized a new Union. But the West"Mayor Streicher and the board of
health are in receipt of the report of him and gave them all the honor and ern Federation is as tryannical as the dad, Colorado.
Dr. Robert Smart at Albuquerque as credit possible in his dispatches, and worst autocrat that Greece or Rome
com-- !
G. V. PRICHARD,
ever had. It will not tolerate a rival
to the result of his investigations of his country received him and his
'
honor
and
with
rades
gratitude.
fitting
union and it therefore declared war cn
the water supply of Raton in conAttorney and Counselior-at-Law- .
his honors with a few the new association of workmen and
Practices in all the District Courts
nection with the slight epidemic of He received
sailor-lik- e
words and retired satisfied ordered a strike at Butte in which for 'and gives special attention to cases
in
this
which
occurred
city
typhoid,
- J
I
giwTm
with what he had done. However, all once, the attack is not directed
last month.
against before the Territorial Supreme Court,
to the explorer, be he who he
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M.
N.
Blk.
Office:
Santa
Fe,
Laughlin
and
fellow
but
aeainst
property
capital
"Dr. Smart states that the water,
mi
p.ns jKrsns ray few. tw
'i:
may. None but he can realize the priJ. E. LACOME
supply of the city is free from, con-- j vations and trials he has met with or workmen. It is an unusual situation,
GEORGE w. BARBER.,
lamination, that the watershed is the difficulties he has overcome, and but demonstrates very forcibly the logAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
ideal, and that so far as public health those "who sit at home at ease" can ical result of victory by organizations
Practices
in the District Court and
a
like
the
Wpsterrt
Proprietor
FrlpraHnn
is concerned, there can be no danger
wonder and admire, but are hard-itSupreme Courts of the Territory.
only
must
man
recomwhjci
eyery
He
labor,n?
further
source.
from this
qualified to criticize.
bow 01, ege lose hjg .Qh J( no(. hig Prompt attention given to all business.-- !
that the water
however,
mends,
i Lincoln
Commodious Sample Iocm
New Mexico
County
l)fp f'nr thf tmct hue flornrmutororl
works company be required to estabthat the Western Federation plavs as
A.UVft",, f
lish a filtration plant.
some mer- - ,.
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,, ,..
Lncle Sam is not like
Long Distance Telephone Station.
vvnu ,.uves as it
uoes wnn prop- "The soring watej Which has beeni cliants or some county or territorial "sui-iAttorneys and Counseliors-at-Law- .
t intm-pstOffice: Catron Block.
sold about th city, and which has officials who maintain that an inch of'
New Mexico
Santa Fe
been secured from the Linwood or space in one newspaper ought to cost
Steam Heated: Electric
FIRST CLASS CAFE
Bennett spring, is shown to be clear- as much as an inch in some other! Senator LaFollette, like Colonel
Lighted, Every Room
H. R. PUTNAM,
ly an infected and dangerously pol- paper. He recognizes that the adver- - William Jennings Bryan, insists that
IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
U. S. Court Commissioner and
constituents should dictate the
luted water. The use of water from tising value of an inch of space In a
Conveyancer.
this spring is probably responsible paper like the New Mexican, the Citi- - course, principles and policies he
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
FSESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
for several cases of typhoid, and its
the Optic, the Journal, may be vocates, which seems alright on first
e
Correspon .ents asking information
use should be continued at once for worth many times an inch of space in view. The difficult question is to
of New Mexall purposes.
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a
man
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whether
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business.
of Public InstrucSuperintendent
tion and Mrs. J. E. Clark are expected
home next week from a visit to points
in Michigan.
On last Monday evening Mrs. Levi
A. Hughes
entertained informally
with a dinner in honor of General J.
Franklin Bell.
Hon. Harper S. Cunningham, who
had charge of the recent Scottish Rite
ceremonies, has returned to his home
at Guthrie, Okla.
Mrs. H. D. Moulton and two children left last, night for Chicago and
Washington. D. C. She will join her
husband in the latter city.
Mrs. Jefferson
Raynolds of Las
Vegas is visiting her son, Hon. J.
Raynolds who is superintendent
of the territorial penitentiary.
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval is spending
four days in Roswell after a visit to
parishes in Lincoln county where he
officiated at confirmation services.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Clark, Mrs. W.
B. Bunker and Mrs. Herbert W. Clark
left Las Vegas today for Taos to attend the Sau Geronimo Feast next
AV.al-lanc- e

indertakef!
FURNITURE

as

W. R. GarsioV, a well known railroad
man from El Paso. Tex., is a visitor in
town. He is quartered at the Palace.
Sten Lund, civil engineer in charge
of the work on the Arroyo Hcndo pro-

DIRECTORS

FLICK, President.

V.-g-

HARDWARE
Special ROLL TOP DESKS
for tars
of all kinds.

"week.

Civil Engineer Jay Turley left this
forenoon for his home at Turley, San
Juan county after spending two weeks
in Santa Fe on irrigation ana" Masonic
business.

CHINA.

District Forester Arthur C.
and Assistant Forester W. F.
Sherfesse have returned to AlbuquerRing-lan-

no"p Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
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EVERYTHING

SENS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado flatioaal Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life InsuranceXo.,
of the Southwest
BER6ERE.

A M
Santa Fe,

M anager

N. M.

for New Mexicc.
Catron Block

Great Big Days
29th Annual New Mexico Fair
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Resources Exposition
TflE GREAT GAME OF PUSH BALL

'

1U6

OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

1

ON HORSEBACK

THE GREAT SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY

d

About a

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES

"We

Sell

ft

i

t

Fjac
11

1

c

f

Rent Money
Will

Do

y,m B very (titrable lion e on ra.vn ents which
3 our
rent money will nuke
I'on't wait. li'2in now paying
for your home.
LET
KXFIAIN
IR
CONTRACT t OR CH K. I' MONEY.

rs

GEO. M. KIN SELL
294 San Francisco St.

which he claimed he had captured by
a
lassoing. According to Fischer,
party was organized several weeks
ago. including Jones and the former
government hunter, the purpose being
to scare up a lion and attempt to cap-- ;
Hire it alive. In the mountains near'
Las Vegas a lion was finally cornered
and treed. Jones was then called upon
to do the famous lasso stunt. He ap- prnached the tree in which the animal;
was perched, holding in his hand the
ready lasso. As he arrived near the'
foot of the tree, this according
to!
Fischer's story, Jones suddenly turned!
around and started back. When he1
reached the boys he stated that the:
animal was merely a small wild cat and
not a mountain lion and suggested'
that the parly proceed towards home.
The other members of the party insisted that they had realh- treed a moun
tain lion, one of the genuine specimens,
Fischer in telling the story to Stew-- !
art intimated that Buffalo Jones "never!
had caught a lion with a lasso."

que from Flagstaff, Arizona, where a
forestry school was held.
Miss Marian Bishop, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Bishop, who has been
"visiting with relatives at Pawtucket,
R. I., will enter the Conservatory of
Music at Boston as a student.
Juan J. Ortiz, clerk in the office of
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa,
began his two weeks' vacation today
and left with three of his sons to visit
LAUNDRY
relatives at Chamlta and Chimayo. j
WORK
Col. Jose D. Sena, mayor of this
city, will accompany Governor Curry
Send Your laand y to the
tomorrow afternoon to Socorro and
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
will be present at the opening of the
Socorro fair: The First Regiment
at Albuquerque.
band will also go.
Bisket
leaves Tueiday,
Governor Curry will leave tomorrow
Returns Friday.
afternoon on Santa Fe trains No. 1 foi
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
Albuquerque from where he will leave
at midnight for Socorro to open the Barber S op;
fair on Monday. He expects to return F. O. BROTN,
Phone No 122
to Santa Fe on Tuesday noon.
Affent.
Mr. and Mrs. Bean and daughter,,
Rpd
Virginia left yesterday on a visit to
relatives in Albia and at other points
in Iowa. They will visit; Clrcago before returning, where Mrs. Bean and
daughter intend to take a course in
Music.
Alfred A. Cohn, some years ago
city editor of the Daily New Mexican
THE LEADING
has resigned his position as editor
of the Bisbee Evening Miner in favor
of his brother, Joseph I. Cohn and' will
GROCERS
return to Illinois to engage in newspaper work.
On last Tuesday at EI Paso, Joseph M. Ortiz was married to Miss
Bertha Blot, a popular young lady
of the Pass City. Ortiz was formerly
an employe of the New Mexican. His
THE
mother, Mrs. Etilalia Baca de Ortiz,
and his sister, Miss Magdalena Ortiz,
are residents of Santa Fe.
Miss Elsa Parrett of Mitchell,
South Dakota, a niece of Mrs. S. G.
Cartwrlght; is In the city on a visit,
This afternoon Mrs. Cartwright
tertained the members of the Wallace
Club in honor of her guest.' The afterIJOSS PATENT FLOUR
noon was pleasantly spent playing
IS BEST bechusr,it
five hundred after which refreshments
were served.
gives the bes; r suits, in
On last Tuesday afternoon, little
bread and pastry of ary
Miss Emma Attleberry celebrated her
flour you cm buy.
twelfth birthday at the residence of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Attleberry at 104 Galisteo street. Quite a
contains more Gluten
number of girl friends were present
and the afternoon was spent 111 a
which is the very lif 1 of
very enjoyable manner. During the
thi wheat, and which
celebration, refreshments were served.
make the bread nutritious
Miss Attleberry was the recipient of
numerous birthday gifts. Those who
and WHOLESOME
were present in addition to the little
hostess Were: Nellie Martinez, Francis Lopez, Ernestine Delgado, Isa
vitally
Hernandez, Petrona Borrego, Lita
Another feature
BOSS
Romero, Amalia McKenzie, Kattie Attleberry, Georgie Attleberry, Eddie
PATENT FLOUR is enti-rel- y
Attleberry, and Mr. and Mrs. Hansen.

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
G.

President

TIGHT,

DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

JOHN

.H. C.

McMAHUS, Secretary?27
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Ootermoor Mattress 'ou
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years.
The one that's built of
eight interlacing Ostennoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hand-lai-d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostennoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for
o
years and that is a pretty 'good
record for durability isn't it?

Eyea Tested and

Fitted

JEWERELY

8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

By

Met hoc

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

The Valley aneH

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buikllnfrs have been remolded at
great expense and offer the beBt of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this jear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closts
October 15th.
A e yon aware that the grouse'and quail season opens Oct. 1st., de"Pr Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year, '
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor In the territory.
J- -

mia.stra.todr'&na.plilet

F. MILLER, Mgr.

aua.4.

j

all la&mu tip

valley ranch,

m
V,
m.
VA
V,7

VM

fifty-tw-

Gome in and let us show

you the Ostermoor

n

and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath.
Our stock-wil- l
enable you to examine and test before you buy.

i!

for Monarch Malleable Iron Rauges

Agents

Every Stove Guaranteed.

dMMEEO

Let us figure your heating and plumbing
SANITARY

PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

aeSCS5rwE!!BS23SZrSBS25

Sofa Pillows Sofa Pillows
Genuine Silk Floss
p'aced th 3 line at our last ssasons
price regirdless of the advaices madeinthis
line by the fac ory.
We have

??Xo?
24x24
26x26

'S5!C

.70c
.85c

These Prices should
torn the current,

ii

twise

Racket Stor
The
I
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
THE ONE Pit ICE STORK

Our lino of notions, art novelties
llplit hardware, qtieensware,
cut
glass hand painted china etc, for the
holiday trade will lie found the most
complete ever seen In the city.

iEAL ESTA1E

Cotton battintr. two lending
Kiailfs

Sheet cotton

(rood

prude....

.

i'c

j,.

n. m

WAS BUFFALO JONES
BUFFALOED,

Thomas R. Stewart, supervisor of
the Pecos forest who returned a few
days ago from a trip to the Pecos, tells
a rather Interesting story which he
neam while away. He came in con
tact with a former government hunter
named Fincher who lives at Las Vegas.
Mscher related a storv about an ef
fort which was made bv Buffalo Jones
to secure another specimen of mountain lion after the one had escaped

free from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the wheat.

ll.SJIIEf.SO.
'WIE !i.

SURETY BOND1

LIFE &' FIRE INSURANCE

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

It

of

am1 pii inonp
MPYir m
IL.1U1L,U

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
146

B.

OR

FIRST CLASS

yi

Yes, this is the

W e will s,.

SANTA PE

CAVALRY MANEUVERS
ALL'. KINDS OP EXHIBITS

U.-S-

W.

Soli-.it- e.

to
vciy
into
of lier nwn
Tin le are hundred
of the us
she
i:ki like to do to n
iwn
hump itoie onforttilik
trm-ttvit
and feasant
I'verj won mi is a nullify sbver
find shew ill help
wonderfully
10 gy for a hon jou
e.
t( il pi oi
a home

Best Flour

The Great Strobel Airship in Daily
flights

Mail Order

EEC

H.5JIEM

and

HARDWARE

PLAZA.

-

23223 esses

N

Phone No. &3

Ask lour Wife

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
G.

PERSONAL

afternoon.
SOUTHEAST CORNER
J. Joorns. assistant traveling auditor
of the Territory, was an arrival on last
night's train.
lion. Solomon Luna has gone to
Magdalena, So orro county to look
after his sheep interests.
1

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

G. FRANKLIN

AND

Will receive another

Judiie A. W. Cooler of Alaniogordo,
is spending a few days in El Paso,
Texas.
of L;ts
Attorney Octaviano
Vegas is a visitor in Santa Fe this

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT

v

SCCIU

Colonel It. K. Twitchell of Las
was a visitor in Albuquerque

The time lo save money is when you are earning it. A portion of your income regularly put away every week or
month will in time grow tj satis facto y proportioLS.
It is the first, THOUSAND DOLLARS that is the
hardest to sive Save that thousand by staring a SAVINGS ACCOUNT with this back We encourage the small
depositor as well as the large one.

OFFICERS

uBXF
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ALSO

Sme fine ranch property

close in

BEFORE INVESTING YOrnlSIONEY CONSULT US

O.

C- -

119

WATSON & COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO

oaiA rt, ntw

STREET,

MtXICO.

Drink
Vxhii
;DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

PHONE
RED

ma

Blue Rihhnn
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
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,13
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Palace.

DAILY.
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4.22

7.013
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ils 3,000

members may legally assist
Every woman covets a shapethe census enumerators. The 150
000
ly figure, and many of them club will disband immediately
after
loss
of their girlthe count is verified at
deplore the
Washington
ish forms after marriage. next year to be reorganized as the
250.0OO
club. The splendid
The bearing of children is
figures
often destructive to the show the growth of Spokane since
the
last census: 1900, 42 770- ' VHn
mothers shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of 50,025;
is,,', 52,120; 1903. 56 ' cV
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
1904, C5.2C7; 1905, 73.852; 1900
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
1907. 95,990;
90S, 108,673- 'l9ll9
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birt- h
less, and carries her January, 121,600.
sarely through this critical T

R. E. Curry, Denver; I.ou Weil, Kansas City; W. P. Caisiile. Kl Paso; J.
B. .Morris, Denver: (!. H. Held, Den-

Al'T-

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

I

HOTEL ARRIVALS

KKAIKT

READlMiWN
PASS'R

MILKS

Railroad; Time Table.

exico Central

flew

SAXTA FE, X. M

ver:

J. Westland, Denver; J. Flor-niaPueblo.
26
Claire.
2.11
"
1.15
II. D. Donahue. Albuquerque;
E. X.
"
"
SO
6.0h
12.40
"
"
"
105
11.35
6,244
Rich, Manassa; F. .7. Holmes, Albu"
"
116
Toi
6.430
ranee
11.05 a. in.
i"
querque; W. Kriel Maneos; W. B.
.
" Kansas Cltv "
'.1
Dr. Abernethy, the
Black, Aztec.
7X0
10.35
p. in. 9.30!
great English
1119
600
Kt.oO p, ill.
1" M. Louis "
la. .1. 7.35
fullv tell of the benefit and HVl
Normanciie.
Physician,
"
said; "Watch your kidnevs
"
1378
11.45
602
a. in,
9.(J0
.
iMiicago
W hen
R. F. Sickles, Denver;
F. Obale, relief derived from the use
319
8.00
they are affected, life is in dan-se- r
3.7IH)
1.15
"""ki PiiT""
"
1130
Los Anttcles
hj druggists
9.45 a.m.
p. 111.
this remedv soia
Colo.
of
Salirta,
7.00;
;"
i3
Foley's Kidney Remedy makes
00
at$l
1543
per bottle.
'I.34!1
p. in,
6 00 p. ni.
.Mexico (Jit
l.00j
Book mailed free tf, all expectant mothers.
Coronado.
healthy kidneys, corrects
220
1.00
a, m.
B'OO a. m.
Ar itoswell Lv
urinary ir.1. K. Brevoort.
New York: George
.ria. LAr0RC0- regularities, and tones un the vhole
astern. Sold by all
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock Fararsue, Boone, la.; J. M. Hartly,
druggists.
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the P.uckman; Alfred Hunny, Albuquerquickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts que; C. Brennan, Denver; S. J. Miller, WERE MARRIED ON
fflATEHHU SOCIFTIFS
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship Madrid; F. W. Wilson, Antonito.
FAST EXPRESS TRAIN.
lines. Information gladly furnishea.
"
J. P. LYXG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
MAtONJcI
Laughlin Bldg.
Many people delude themselves by Wedding Ceremony Performed While
at
wear
will
"It
Miles
when
saying:
Speeding Along
Sixty
away,"
Church of the Holy Faith, (Episcopal)
an Hour.
they notice symptoms of kidney and
Montezuma Lodge No.
Services at the Church of the Holy-Faitbladder trouble.
This is a mistake.
L A. F. & a. M. Reg.
will be held at 11 o'clock in
U I a r
25.
Take Foley's Kidney Remedy, and
Edith the
Spokane, Wash., Sept.
pnmmiim'natin.
,,1111 UUUU
morning and 4:20 o'clock in the
4?
.
first M- - "
stop the drain on the vitality. It Klingsiuber of Milford, Pa., and John afternoon,
school
at
a.
m.
9:45
oi eaci
Sunday
s.ta?,
"uuajr
cures backache, rheumatism, kidney F. Davidson of Colfax, Wash., were F. W.
month
Mason
Pratt, Acting Rector.
and bladder trouble, and makes every married on an express train running
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Presbyterian.
trace of pain, weakness, and urinary fiO miles an hour on the Spokane and
A. MASSIE.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
trouble disappear. Sold by all drug- Inland Empire system near Moscow,
.Christian Endeavor at 3:30 and
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD,
Idaho, the ceremony being performed C:30
gists.
p. m.
Secretary.
by Rev. R. E. Koontz, pastor of First
11
8
m.
Public
at
a,
and
worship
Methodist
church.
STORMY SESSIONS FOR
The conductor,
Santa F6 Chapter No. ,
p. m.
and passenREQUAL SUFFRAGISTS. brakeman, candy-butche- r
A. M.
and
Regular conPreaching morning
evening by
gers in the chair car witnessed
the Rev.
vocation second Monday of
J. B. Gallaway. Morning subject
Receptions and Banquets Will Be In- ceremony and assisted in showering "Christ the Life and
each month at Masenit
VU16S From
No 1,
Miles From
No 2
Light" Evening
the couple with wreaths and boquets
STATIONS
Dea Moines
DAILY
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
terrupted by Political Fireworks
Raton
DAILY
11
and
"Seeking
subject
Following."
when the train reached Moscow.
at Annual Meeting.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P
a. m. and 7:45 p. m. Sunday school at
Must a fancy we had," said the
0
I 00 a, m,
Lv. Des Moineg,
9:15 a. m.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
49
N; "M. Arr,
6 30 P, m
10 12 a. m.
4
Secretary.
when asked why he chose
bridegroom
Lv.
46
Rumaldo,
6 16 p. m
23.
Storms
Spokane, Wash., Sept.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
10 35 a. m,
11
iJedman
4 56 p. m.
the
"We
flyer
route,
couldn't
10 50 a. m.
on
adding.
all
18
sides
lot
fireof
a
and
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
4 36 p. m
political
Oapulln
Santa Fe Commandery No."
II 05 a m,
20
4 26 p. m,
Vigil
works are nrediererl fni iha ooei"r,nc, hire a balloon or a diving bell. We
11 20 a. m
" Thompson
28
school at 9:45 a. m.
"
Sunday
K" T24
8 55 p. m,
011
ReSular conclavt
lllet
a
train
and
il was an
11 45 a. m.
81
"
of the first, annual convention of the'
18
8 80 p. m,
Ounulngham
11.
Morning
service
at
fourth
preaching
12 20 p. m.
"
In
each
Olifton House Junction
finish
our
Monday
7
2 55 P. m,
t0
litUe
WZ&.
romance.
Dr.
in1!'.1'""6
'a!SK
12 45 p. m.
o'clock.
Equal Suffrage League
Arr.
2 30 p m
Arr.
month at Masonic Hall at
RATON N M
0
t SO p. m.
and fast
Masonic Temple here, October 7 and 8 i Koolltz tlefl tlle ,1110t
7.
12 25 p. m,
Lv.
Epworth League meets at C:43 p.m. 7:30 p. m
8 50 p. m.
42
Ullfton House Junction "
7
12 05 p. m.
Lv.
when representatives of the national a"d t'?1'68 no danger tllat either of
S4 15 p. m,
43
18
I'reston
11 40 a. m.
Evening
preaching service at 7:30.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
ue
over
4 45 P m.
68
the tracesKoehler
11 06 a' m
28
assoication and delegates from every i!'"
A cordial invitation is extended all.
4 55 p. m.
63
"
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Koehler
Jnot.
clmib
11 15 a. m,
allest
in
the
will
',ine
16 50 p. m.
63
Uolfax
tlO 15 a. m. club in the state
prepare to wel- 6 15 p, m.
"
77
the si(le of a
Oerrososo
41
9 43 a. m,
,b,tdtet0.r shde
come the new organization.
6 35 p. m.
WARNING.
Arr
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. l.
9 25 a. in.
Lv.
in
N M.
"a
' 7 08 p. m.
I'd rather
OIMARRON
47
The fight to prevent recognition bv'
Lv.
.dlBn;Pan.
7 60 a. in.
Do not be persuaded into
Arr,
14th
" Nast
.. 10 p. m.
degree. Ancient and Accepted
88
1
taking
N. M.
31,18 a the h01"e
7 40 a. in.
50
Lv;
the national body will be waged by
7. 23 p. in.
89
but Foley's Honey and Tar bcottish Rite of Free Masonrv meeti
Harlan
7 25 a. m.
68
anything
7. 45 p. m.
94
IHe Park
7 00 a. m.
59
suffragettes from the western
the naiu redding business for chronic coughs, bronchitis, hay on tne third Monday of each month
v.!.0S.,aU
the state, wher a faction
by in Idaho.'
fever, asthma and lung trouble, as it at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Connects with E, P. & 3. W. Ry. train No. 124
arriving In Dawson, N. Mrs. Emma Smith DeVoe was successstops the cough and heals the lungs. Masonic Hall, south side of Plaz.
M., 6:15 p. m.
ful in routing the insurgent wing, of
Sold by all druggists.
Best
Treatment
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corTor
a
Burn.
? Connect! with E. P. & . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M., which Mrs. May
Hutton of
Arkwright
If for no other reason,
dially invited to attend.
Chambera. m.
Spokane, is the guiding spirit, at the lain's Salve should be
SPOKANE MORE
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
in
kept
every
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets train at Preston, N. M.
national gathering at Seattle in July. household on account
AMBITIOUS THAN SANTA FE.
of its great
Venerable Master.
S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines
C.
Mrs. Homer Hill of Seattle, tempor- value in the treatment
is follows:
'
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
of burns. It1
NORTH POUND
SOUTH BOUND.
ary president of the new association, allays the pain almost
Secretary.
No. 1, :03 a. m.
instantly, and Starts 150,000 Club in Order to Make
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
will preside over the first session, and unless the
is
a
Best Possible Showing in
severe one,!
injury
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
will be supported by Mrs. Hutton and heals the
a. p. o. e.
parts without, leaving a scar.
TracK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C. Mrs.
Coming Census.
LaReine H. Baker of Spokane, This salve is also
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
for
ft S. at Des Moines, E. P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
unequaled
and the Misses Louise, Helen, Ger- capped hands, sore
holds its regular session on the secNorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
nipples and dis-- j
Spokane, Wash., Sept 25 -Ithe ond and fourth
trude and Lucy Kangley of Seattle, eases of the skin. Price
25
cents,
name
is
N.
fr
r
of
Wednesdays of each
M.,
Cimarron,
ths following points In New Mexico: Ocate, who
any person in Spokane is not
depot
participated in the suffragists' For sale by all druggists.
.
listed on the enumeration rolls when month. Visiting "brothers are lnvitei
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
campaign in London, Eng., last spring,
DAVID KNAPP.
lt Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico:
the official count is made hv TTnele and welcome.
Arroyo and others from western Washington.
Sam
Exalted Ruler.
LETTER
next
6eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes,
LIST.
it
will
not
year,
be
the fault
Cerro,
Lobo.
Elizabethtown,
There will be a series of receptions
List of letters remaining uncalled ot the 150,000 club, organized in 1905 J. D. SENA. Secretary.
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
and banquets, at which prominent wo- for in the
postoffice at Santa Fe, N. to boost the population of the citv
C J. DEDMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
men, including Miss Florence Kelly, M., for week
ending Sept. 25, 1909. to 150,000 by 1910. Arthur W. Jones
a national officer and anti-chillabor If not called for
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen Mgr Gen Pass Agent advocate,
within two wepks secretary of the organization, has enwill speak, after which plans;
listed the
they wi be sent t0 the dead , u
of Congress-- ,
RATON, N- - M.
RATON. N. JM
RATON, N. At. are to be perfected for an
man Miles Poindexter,
energetic offlce at. Washington
president of
campaign throughout the commonthe Southern Club of Spokane, and
H fcVL.-.-iHiiP-I
Anderson, Mr. Walter M.
wealth. It is purposed to send at least
officers of the Chamber of Commerce
Adamson, J. B.
50 young women into the various disto aevise ways and means
Mr.
M.
W.
Brown,
whereby
IN
tricts to do the preliminary work of
Brown, Mr. H. T.
the battle for the ballot in WashingBensTia, Mrs. Lillie.
ton.
Cena, Andalecio.
"While we expect the fight of our
Coak, Mr. A.
lives at the Spokane convention," said
Callat, Miss Myrtle.
, TO
Mrs. Hutton, "we have lieen assured
Deming Brick Co.
California, Arizona, New
the support of Anna Shaw, president,
fi
Deppintz, Fred.
and other members of the national
Fields, Mrs, Ollie.
Mexico, Mexico the North
body."
Farnsworth, M. F.
west, etc.
Gonzales, Miss Anialia.
One way Colonist Tickets on sale
A pleasing, good, high grade, truly
Grasilla, Mr. Antaso.
flavored amber colored cup of coffee
Al Mani di Guiseppi Viola..
daily September 15 to October 15,
1908 inclusive.
can be had and without the real
Grant, J. H.
Accepted in tourist
coffee danger, or damage to health
sleepers on payment of Pullman fare.
Groff, Mr. Ben.
by simply using Dr. Shoop's new subGreen, Miss Ruth.
uniy a few points shown below.
called
For
Mr.
"Health
fares to other points and inforCoffee."
Jack.
stitute,
Ryan,
Pure,
TO THE EAST & NORTH
mation about the liberal stop-ove- r
toasted cereals, malt,
wholesome,
Reed, Miss Janie.
privHall, Howard.
nuts, etc., make Dr. Shoop's Health
Now in effect Via
ileges accorded, phone, write of see
Coffee both healthful and satisfying.
me.
Hewitt, Mr. Guy C.
No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling,
GREAT CONSOLIDATED
Jecan, Jose Kisto.
Los Angeles .
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop,
Lucero, Betrez.
San Francisco
If served as coffee, it's taste will even
Mereteneos, Mr. Emelio.
00
San Diego . ...
trick an expert. Test it and see.
Martinez, Miss Floripa.
Pasadena
.
E.
& S. W.
Sold by Frank Andrews.
MacArthur, Robert.
Sacramento . .
Millier, Miss Susie.
San Jose
MET AGAIN AFTER
Marks, Miss Elizabeth.
For full particulars,
Santa Barbara .
A. N. BROWN
MANY YEARS.
McCanty, T. A. Ins.
Fresno
G. P. A.-- E,
P.
8, W.
Address
Ortega, Sr. Cecilio.
Kl Paso Texas.
Al Signor Negri Pietro.
Tickets and sleediDg car space
Padilla. Mrs. 'Adelaide
a union of Keiatives Who Had
may be had by app ym. to
Romero, Miss Ramosita Montoya y
Lost Track of Each Other.
"
"
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LOW FARES

Fi
1st to 7th

y

Santa Fe
Tue.

Sept.

LOW SUMMER RATES

CAMPBELL BROS.

P.

and Rock Island

SHOWS
4

I

Colonist Rates

B

TO
Nevada,

Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TII
TO OCTOBER 15TII.
Via

DENVER

til,

& rilll

Summer Tourist Rales

I
1

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Stevens, W.
Stevens, Mrs. H. E.
Trujillo. Vicente.

II,

Spokane, Wash., Sept. 25. W. R.
Belvail, president of the Business
Vigil, Miss Lucy.
Men's Association of Palouse. Wash..
In calling for these letters
and W. R. Belvail, a resident of Iowa,
please
met at Palouse, south of here, the state whether "advertised" or not '
first time the other day as the result
FRANK W. SHEARON,
of the Iowa man winning a homestead
Postmaster.
in the Coeur d'Alene reservation at
the government lottery early in Aug
A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure
ust. They learned that they are Tablet called Preventics is
being
cousins, their fathers being brothers. dispensed by druggists
It appears that the parents of the Tn a fpw hnnre DKAimntu-everywhere.
,
men, who are past middle age, have to break any cold completely.
And
uoynooa. Preventics, being so safe and tooth-WheMr. Belvail of Iowa, tame to owi-. cnnaren. No
Aml, ciC vciy nut- - lur
Spokane last month to register on the Qlljnine(
0 iaxative, nothing harsh
three reservations he gave this city nor 8ickening. Box of 48-- 25c.
Sold
as his address. He drew No. 398 on
Co
by Stripling-Burrow- s
d
the Coeur Alene reserve, and when
Judge James W.- Witt en sent him a1
SEALED PROPOSALS.
nntinp thn IpHm- wwnt tn Mr vtulvoii
Sealed proposals will be received by
at Palouse, who had also registered.
Believing he was the lucky man, the tne Board of County Commissioners of
Palouse man took up the matter with Santa Fe County, at the office ot the
Judge Witten, the result being that Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
was located
the other Belvail
in of October, 1909, for the heating, plum-IowThe latter has come to Spo- - bing and electric wiring of the court
kane and will assist in the search for house now under construction. Plans
relatives.
and specifications can be seen at the
office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
Good for Biliousness.
jw. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom- - at the building.
Seperate proposals
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and will be received on each.
Address all
I feel fifty
per cent better than I have bids to George W. Armijo, probate
for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al- - clerk.
legan, Mich. "They are certainly a
I. SPARKS,
fine article for biliousness."
For sale Chairman Board County Commission-bt
all druggists.
ers
o- -o

v.,

v.

n

a.

i!t:neBect toa"

.

For farther Information make inquiry of
P. H. McBRIDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA PE. N. M.

&

P. A.

y

ifrrTI

mm

H. S. LUTZ,

Santa Fe,

Aggregation Travaing

N. Mex.
CHEAP

EXCURSIONS

TO

El Paso, Texas
Bailroafl

Sapt 15 en to UOth 1909
Chautauqua Meeting $16.10
Good returning Sept, 23rd.
Uctooerl5th and 16th
Meeting of Presidents
Taft and Diaz $13.40
Good returning Oct 18th

November 1st to 7th.
El Paso Fair and
Good

Exposition $13.40
returnirg Nov. 8th

Train arrives iu El Paso
m. In time for good day

8 a.

Sigh.t-seein-

g.

J. P. LYNG,

City Freight

&

With
42 Double Length Cars 42
17
17
Elephants
21 Cages of
s
21
500 Head of Horses 500
Wild-Animal-

via
New Meiico Central-

Siipta

Passenger Agent

700

700
People
AND A MILE LONG

Free J trait Para Je

IE

at 10.30

BIG DAY

a. m.

IE

TUESDAY

SEPTEMBER

28th.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

25, 1909.
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which the celebration is being held. tent of the architect, never before realof our own, Eng ized.
PROGRAM
land and Germany have sent the most
And on the closing night of the celenotable contributions to the fleet of bration, beacon tires will flame from
war vessels that will assemble in the every headland all the
length of the
lower harbor. In this connection Gen- path that Henry Hudson traveled from
HUDSON
eral Stewart I.. Woodford, president of Manhattan Island to Albany 300 years
the Hudson-Fultocommission, has ago.
i
said:
Educational emphasis will be laid on
"We are now assured of the largest, all the more
features of
collection of war vessels, aggregating the celebration by
arranging that
at least eighty, that has ever been as- wherever possible the i.imiii.oOO school
sembled in one place, with the excep- children of Greater New York .shall
tion of the rendezvous of British ships have a part in them, and it has been
in the English funnel. It will be the the design of the
promoters throughlargest collection of war vessels ever out to arrange their displays in such
brought together on this side of the. wise that they may be seen by the
CENTENKlALCLEBRATION Atlantic and the largest collection of largest number of persons.
an international character ever asGreat care has been taken to see to
sembled anywhere."
the comfort and safety of
Vovaee of First Successful Supplementing the parades by land visitors. The ciiy will be gleaned of
Fifth avenue, past a great white old offenders;
crooks will
SteamboatO ccurred 100 down
court of staff erected opposite the new be looked for with an especially sharp
public library, and eye, not only by local detectives, but
Years Ago.
the naval pageants of historic and il- by details sent here from other cities;
luminated floats opposite the Riverside field hospitals and ambulance stations
New York, Sept. 25. The man
park, there will be thrown open during have been placed where they can be
who discovered the Hudson river and the celebration a great number of pri- most
promptly of service in calls of
the man whose invention made it of: vate and public collections of historic
emergency, and finally, the informahonored
be
will
during
service
greater
interest. The masterpieces gathered tion bureau of the commission, in its
The coming week here at the scene of
by the late Maurice Kann will be offices at the Tribune building, will
their achievement. Three centuries ago shown here by Duveen Brothers, and
out a list of reputable hotels and
Hendrik Hudson sailea past Manhattan the private purchases from the old give
houses which are not so like-- '
boarding
of
head
the
to
Island and us the river
Flemish, Holland and German schools ly to be
as those better
Two hundred years later! made by J. P. Morgan and other connavigation.
known.
in
same
trip
Robert Fulton made the
noisseurs have been assembled and
On Friday, October 1. will be a juncThe; are now open to public view in the
the first successful steamboat.
e
of the
and New York City
tion
which
Hudson-Fultocelebration.
galleries of the Metropolitan Museum divisions of the
when the
visualize
celebration,
will
here
tomorrow,
opens
of Art.
escort
will
of
war
of
lesser
the
ships
their achievements.
The parades of street, floats down the Clermont and the. Half Moon to
For the next eighty days the people Fifth avenue and through the court of
Newburg, where they will be turned
of New York and visitors from all honor, past the reviewing stands, have over to the authorities from
Albany.
parts of the world will witness a series been planned two years in advance During the following week, beginning
hithof pageants surpassing anything
and worked out by a great staff of October 3, there wil be dedicatory, hiserto attempted in the way of historic artists, sculptors, costumers and de- toric and
spectacular exercises at. variThe crowning attaincommemoration.
and day, in a specially ous points between New York and
signers,
night
ments of the twentieth century will be designed factory. Captain A. H. Stad-dar- Cohoes.
exhibited to set off those of the past.
master of the Mardi Gras parA synopsis of the program follows:
The leviathans of the world's navies ades that made New Orleans the carSaturday, Sept. 25 Naval rendeztwo
little
the
have gathered to honor
nival city of the world, has been vous, naval parade, official reception
ships that made history one and three brought on to New York and placed in of Half Moon and Clermont, evening
centuries ago. Above the waters where full charge of his specialty.
naval parade, illuminations.
con-- :
eighty warships lie at anchor the
as the naval parades
But
Sunday, Sept. 20 Religious observimpressive
their
querors of the air will exhibit
colorful as will be the ances.
will
and
be,
mastery Airship flights, naval par- pageants, there is no question but that
Monday, Sept. 27 beginning of airades, military parades and historical the greatest popular interest attaches
ship flights, opening oi auxiliary exhibpageants will all contribute to the an- to the airship flights that will be made its, dedicatory and musical exercises,
niversary. Every important nation is from Governor's Island some time dur- official reception to foreign delegates.
represented. After a week in New ing the first week of the celebration.
Tuesday, Sept. 2S Historical pagYork waters, the floating part of the Just what the
will be eant and parade of fifty street, floats.
performance
the
move
river, must
up
exhibition will
depend on the conditions of the
Wednesday, Sept. 29 Commemorawhere the cities whose settlement and
the willingness of the tive and educational exercises,
and
atmosphere
Hudson's
discovery
growth followed
aviators, but the program calls for a
sports.
and Fulton's invention will spend the
from Governor's Island up the
Oct. 1 Naval parade to
flight
Thursday,
of
next week in performing their part
North river, across Manhattan Island Newburgh.
the celebration.
fesin the neighborhood of Spuyten Duyvil
Oct. 2 Children's
Saturday,
At 10 o'clock tomorrow the Half and down the East river, under or tivals, farewell to the Clermont and
Moon and the Clermont accurate re- over the four great steel bridges that Half Moon.
productions of the little Dutch shallop now span it, back to the starting point.
Monday, Oct. 4 Beginning of upin which an English master and a mix- Nothing so daring before has ever state celebrations.
ed crew first ascended the Hudson been contemplated, but both Wilbur
Brilliant Naval Display.
river from Manhattan Island to Al- Wright and Glenn H. Curtiss, his most
New York, Sept. 25. With more
bany, and of the ungainly monster, formidable American competitor, have than three score of the good fighting
belching smoke and hissing vapor, in signed contracts to attempt at least as ships of eight nations, swinging at
which Robert Fulton, an American in- much of it as their judgment will war- anchor in the Hudson river, awaiting
the coming of the Clermont and the
ventor, made the same distance for rant.
n
tVa first time propelled by steamj will
as
be
will
the
the
Busy
days,
nights Half Moon, sightseers at the Hudson-Fultoin
the
looked
celebration
move from their quiet anchorages
upon
will be perhaps even more beautiful.
most impressive assembly of foreign
the lee of Staten Island to salute the For a week during the Hudson-Fultovast bulk of the assembled American celebration the city of New York in warships that has probably ever been
and foreign ships of war in the lower all its boroughs will be the most bril- seen in American waters. Riding in
harbor.
liantly illuminated in the world. The the river between 44th street and
f
decorative uses of electricity were first Spuyten Duyvil, besides the 50 vesher
move
under
The Clermont will
Atlantic
own steam. Her clumsy engines will realized on a scale worthy of their pos- sels of the United States
Seaton
Admiral
fleet
Rear
under
Chiratle and groan' in her open hull; her sibilities at the world's fair, in
navies are
Schroeder, the foreign
on
in
time
and
from
will
1893,
paddle-wheel- s
that
cago,
spatter
unprotected
sixteen fighting craft
foam on her dacks, and she will push every succeeding exhibition has been represented by
in all. Great Britain has four, Germore
of
for
lavish
its
a
in
at
water
appropriation
speed
slowly through the
France has two,
has four
a little better than four miles an hour, lighting, until this year it is estimat- many has two, also,
Mexico has one, ArItaly
to
mill
in
ed
addition
conservatively that,
very much like the floating grist
has one, and Cuba has one.
that Hudson river farmer first the regular lighting of the city and ex- gentine
Their
massive hulls tugging lazily
e
thought her, 100 years ago. She is built clusive of the contracts placed by pri-at- at their anchorages represent the
firms for advertising display,
of wood, the ships around her are
development in construction
built 'of steel; she carried no whistle, there will burst into blaze, on the highest
from
the
great shipyards on the
nothing but a bell; steam was too night of September 25, 26,260,000 Clyde and the best efforts of the
young then and shrieking sirens will candle power.
The
German
naval constructors.
This great aggregate is apportioned,
salute her; her engines snort their
of
the
of
trimmest
France,
pick
ships
waste energy into the open air, while as nearly as can be determined, be- the fleet of Italy, are most impresin the submarine depths of the great tween the four boroughs as follows: sive emissaries from the old world to
hulls around her whirring turbins do 1,500,000 incandescent globes, 7,000 the new.
the same work with an efficiency and arc lights, 3,000 flaming arcs and two
Swift cruisers with triple expanone of four sion
power undreamed of by Fulton. The batteries of search-light- s
engines and long rakish lines
bell the original, Clermont carried on lights, aggregating 400,000 candle pow- like greyhounds of the ocean; massive
her first trip hangs now in the pilot er, and the other of twelve lights, ag- battleships mounted from turrets to
that daily gregating 1,700,000 candle power. The the fighting tops with batteries of
house of a great
makes in less than twelve hours the smaller battery will play continuously the highest type, swift torpedo boats
same distance that Robert Fulton, for from all sides on the white marble of and torpedo boat destroyers, wonderwhom she has been fittingly named, Grant's tomb, high above the river on ful submarine every type of fighting
took from Monday morning until Wed- the Manhattan shore of the Hudson, ship known to the United States and
and the great battery of 1,700,000 eight other navies, four of them
nesday night to cover.
are in this impressive
"This is a very good land to fall with candle power will light up the river world-powerand a nlasant land to see," wrote Rob- itself in both directions from its farth- assembly.
The United States Atlantic fleet unert Juet in his diary of the voyage of est visible upper reaches to the lower
the Half Moon, 1609. The magnificent harbor. All the United States battle- der command of Rear Admiral Seaton
oaks, the poplars, lindens and blue ships and the ships of war of other Schroeder, is represented by the batplum trees that Hudson and Robert nations lying in the roadstead will like- tleships Connecticut (16,000 tons),
Juet, his clerk, saw then, have been wise be outlined in fire from stem to flagship; Vermont (16,000), Kansas
replaced with soaring skyscrapers on stern and draped with incandescent (16,000), Louisiana (16,000), Minnethe shores of that plasant land, but festoons from their topmast to their sota (16,000), New Hampshire
Mississippi (13,000), Idaho
Hudson and his crew on the Half hulls.
Georgia (14,948), New Jersey
The Singer tower, the white shaft
Moon, and Fulton and his men on. the
tower, the (14,948), Nebraska (14,948), Rhode
Clermont, will walk their decks in the of the new Metropolitan
same dress that they wore, the one Flatiron building, the Times building Island (14,948), Virginia (14,948),
three hundred years and the other one and all the better known and more Missouri (12,300), and Ohio (12,440),
hundred years ago. Over their mast- conspicuous private buildings, as well the armoured cruisers North Carolina
heads during the week will fly air- as all the municipal buildings, will be 14,500 tons, speed 22.48 knots), New
York (8,200), Montana (14,500 tons)
ships and under their keels Vill bui made the objects of special display. 22
knots; the scout cruisers Chester,
on
row daily the tunnel trains of 'the Hidden searchlights, will play
the
25
'
McAdoo system.
white marble until they stand out Birmingham and Salem (3,750 tons,
submarines
of
a
five
and
fleet
knots);
Hudson-This is the way in which- the
against the night glowing and lumi- and 24
and
Fulton
celebration proposes to nous as if from within, through trans- other destroyers, torpedo boats
auxiliaries.
teach history and commemorate the parent walls.
Rear Admiral Seaton Schroeder is
The four steel spans across the East
share that America has had in the
outranked
by both Admiral von Koes-te- r
making of it. It will show by pageant river between New York and Brooklyn
of the German Imperial Navy and
the Queensborough, the Williams- Admiral Sir Edward
and parade and visual demonstration
Seymour of the
what we were and what we have made burg, the uncompleted Manhattan and British Royal Navy. A movement to
ourselves. The nations of the world the Brooklyn bridges will all he out- petition the President to
place Adlined from end to 'end. The route of miral
have been invited to witness.
Dewey in command was promptgates are in attendance from the gov- the parades will be bordered on both ly halted by Admiral Dewey himself,
ernments of Abyssinia and the Argen- curbs with festoons of incandescent who said that his health and age
tine Republic, from Austria Hungary, globes, and the Washington arch and would not permit him to undertake
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Columbia, the reviewing stands will punctuate eight days of full dress duty and
Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, England, the long lines with a contrasting arThe appointment of AdHaiti', France and so on down the al- rangement of colored floral designs. In miral Seymour to these waters is rephabetical list of all the nations of the huge bronze urn topping the mar- garded as another evidence of King
the world, with especial emphasis al- ble shaft of the Martyrs' monument at Edward's tact. Admiral Seymour was
lotted the Netherlands, because of the Fort Greene, in Brooklyn, designed by in command of the British fleet in
prominent part they played In foVming Stanford White, will burn a continuous Manila bay on the day when Commothe early history of the territory in fire of faggots, as was the original in dore George Dewey annihilated the
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FESTIVITIES
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Entire Week to Be
Given to Historical
Pageants
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(16,-000- ),

(13,-000- ),

BIG RACES HERE.
Spanish !!"et, and the rejoinder of
his captain, .Sir Edward Chichester,
The different
seen in the
to the German commander
who in- Campbell Brothels Gi ;.r Coii-u- li
iated
quired 1,( fnre Dewey went it. to ac- Shows, on their
track,
tion and while the attitude (if the are so varied that lh"V almost defy
Get man
et, then at anchor in tnV ! serin! ion.
same waters, was still a matter of
The brilliant and highly appianbd
FOR RE N'T, OR SALE A goo
anxieyt, what action the Et'fiish pro- piom-aincludes the Royal Hippo- typewriter, J. B. Sloan.
posed to take, won him ins' tint popu- drome races which cause those of
into Ancient Rome and O'yaipia to fade
larity in this country and
Leave orders for Aut. at Postal
history, crystallized in the aphorisms into insignificance, and Hi" author of Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
of Mr. Iiooley.
Hen Uur would find the reality
of
"That." said Sir Edward, with sig- his romantic dreams: tin- hotly conhouse. AdFOR RENT
nificant ambiguity, "is a matter known tested races between lady contestants dress Mrs. S. S.
-- "7 Cbap-ell- e
on
ly to Admiral Dewey and myself! ",I mounted
fiery thoroughbreds;
sine!.
Admiral Seymour became still bet- double Roman
barebar-lstanding
ter and even more favorably known races; three more tandem races;
FOR SAI.K
):. f.ne puny, one
to Americans during the international ladies' and
;
of harness. 160
phaeton and two
gentlemen's
occupation of Pekin at the lime of
liberty races: jockey races: Garcia street.
the Boxer uprising. His fleet here man against horse races; mule races;
consists of The armored cruisers In- pony races without; riders:
FOR RENTTwo Nut honsr.; furclown
flexible (K.r.ttO tons. 25 knots), Drake races: Cossack riders anainst Amer- nished, corner Garcia street and Man(14. I'M) tons. 21 knots), Argyll
hattan avenue.
ican, and all flying like the wind.
tens, 25 knots) and the Duke of
No other show has the space,
or
Edinburgh. (15.550 tons. 22 Knots).
FOR SALE i 15 ai res, $5u. Suitcarries the talent or race stock, to
Grand Admiral von Koester is also
able
for brick yard or truck farm.
remotely compare with this
well known to Americans.
An intiof the great arenas of an- Apply 160 Garcia St.
mate friend of the Kaiser, 50 years an cient and modern times.
These and
officer, and one of the committee
WANTED Girl to take care of two
many other novel features of extrawhich drew up the plans resulting in
children.
Apply to Mrs. W. G. Sarordinary excellence are to lie seen
Sonder-Klassthe German-Americaavenue.
Don
gent,
Conwith
Caspar
Brothers
Campbell
races at Kiel and Marblehead. he re- daily
will
solidated
Shows
which
exhibit
at
cently retired as commander-in-chie- f
Wanted. A live, reliable man to take
Santa Fe, Tuesday, September 2S.
of the Imperial Navy to be succeeded
our
agency in Santa Fe. Hubbs I.oun-dr- y
Don't miss their magnificent street
by Prince Henry of Prussia. He conK
Company. Albuquerque, N. M.
m
a.
be
to
seen
at
sented, however, to accept the presi- parade
dency of the German Navy League
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
"I must tell you m experience on an
and his appointment to the Hudson-Fultoboiler
It will be
in good condition.
& N R. R. train from
O.
R.
command is both a compliment
of at very low price. Apply
to his own honorable career and to Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore," writes disposed
A. Garber, a well known travel- to the New Mexican Printing ComSam
this country. His fleet consists of
the cruisers Dresden (3,544 tons), ing man. "I was in the smoking de- pany.
Victoria
Herthar
Luisa partment with some other traveling
(5,569),
men when one of them went out into
WANTED Forty good strong teams
(5,569). and Bremen (5.200).
with heavy wagons and orivers, $4
the
came
coach
back
and
and
said,
France sends three battleships un- 'There is a woman
sick unto death in a day. Board driver $5 a week. Apder Admiral le Pord the Verite (14.-63- 5
I
the
at
once
car.'
got up and went ply to Supt. at Arroyo Hondo dam,
tons). Justice (14,435) and Liber-t- e out, found her
ill with cramp or at my office in Santa Fe. Sten
very
two
the
(14,635). Italy sends
were drawn Lund, Cont. Engineer.
arms
her
and
colic,
hands
Wtruria and Etna; the Argentine Reso you could not straighten them,
up
Mexico
and
public, the Netherlends,
SALESMEN WANTED -E- xperienced
and with a death like look on her face.
Cuba, one each.
Two or three ladies were working with
advertising novelty men. Best fellher and giving her whisky. I went to ing line of calendars, combination
TESTIFIES AFTER FOUR YEARS. nly sujt case and got my bottle of bank books, leather goods and novelCarlisle Center, N. Y., G. B. Bur- - Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar- - ties on the market. Trade well estabhans writes: "About four years ago rhoea Remedy (I never travel without lished. Liberal contracts. Exclusive
I wrote yen that I had been
entirely it), ran to the water tank, put a territory. Apply quick. Economy Adv.
cured of kidney trouble by taking two double dose of the medicine in the Co., Iowa City, la.
bottles 0f Foley's Kidney Remedy and glass, poured some water into it and
STOLEN REWARD From Frank
after four years I am again pleased stirred it with a pencil; then I had
to state that I have never had any quif.e a time to get the ladies to let P. Sturges, Santa Fe, N. M., Septemreturn of those symptoms, and I am me give it to her, but I succeeded. I ber 24th, 1909, two Llewellyn Bird
evidently cured to stay cured." Foley's could at once see the effect and I Dogs 1 female and 1 male. Female
Kidney Remedy will do the same for worked with her. hubbing her hands, has one black ear with small black
you. Sold by all druggists.
and in twenty minutes I gave her an- - spots on body, well trained, IS months
old, answers to the name of "Queen."
j other dose.
By this time we were al-- !
The male is a
old puppy,
HRST CAPITAL OF
I
Le
to
into
where
was
mopt
Grande,
MISSOURI TO CELEBRATE. leave the train. I gave the bottle to large for his age, has a very "mottley"
the husband to be used in case another face, two black ears and large black
Week's Fte Wil! Mark the One Hun , dose should be needed, but by the time spot on side, mottled legs and feet.
Send information to F. P. Sturges,
dredth Anniversary Grand Prepthe train ran into Le Grande she was
Chas. Closson, Sheriff Santa Fe
arations Under Way.
all right, and I received the thanks
or Capt. Fred
MountCounty,
St. Charles, Mo., Sept. 25. In a fit- of every
passenger ir the car." For ed Police, Santa Fe, N.Fornoff,
M.
St.
Charles, sale by all druggists.
ting and elaborate manner,
the first capital of the state of MisTickling or dry Coughs will quickly
souri, will celebrate the- centennial
loosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough
a
as
of
its
incorporation
anniversary
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
city.
harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells mothThere will be parades and exhibiers to use nothing else, even to
RELISHES.
tions, motor boat races, in which the
babies. The wholesome green
Sliced
Cucumbers
fastest crafts in the country will comleaves
and tender stems of a lung
SOUP.
pete; automobile races, in which faMock Turtle.
healing mountainous shrub give the
mous drivers will take part; horse
curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
ROAST.
races, stock shows, athletic events K. C.
Cough Remedy.
It calms the cough,
Au Jus,
Prime
and many other features.
Baked Chicken With Dressing. and heals the sensitive bronchial
Governor Hadley and Conaxessnian
membranes. No opium, no chloroform,
BOILED.
Champ Clark will be among the speakBeef with Spanish Sauce.
nothing harsh used to injure or supers of the week. The program will
press. Demand Dr. Shoop's Accept
ENTRIES.
11
to 10, and there
last from October
no other. Sold by Stripling Burrows,
Macaroni with Cheese.
will be something
happening every
Co.
VEGETABLES.
minute of the time, from the "Open- Mashed
Corn on Cob
Potatoes,
ing Day Parade" to "All Fool's Day,"
DESSERT.
The New Mexican can do printing
with which the celebration will be
to that done in any of the large
Pie.
Apple Pie,
equal
Apricot
closed.
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
Lemon Ice Cream.
'
The motor boat races, conducted unwork we turn out. Try our stock
Tea,
Ice Tea
Coffee,
der the auspices of the St. Charles
once and you will certainly eome
35c.
Dinner
Boat Association, will be the principal
again. We have all the facilities for
feature of the first day of the celebraHEALTH AND BEAUTY AID.
turning out every class of work, Intion. The Independence II. and the
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear cluding one of the best binderies in
Minnie C. III., two of the swiftest your complexion
of piracies and the west.
..jj
craft in the country, will compete in blotches like Foley's Orino Laxative
j
the races.
for indigestion, stomach
and liver
The seals and record books for noClark will trouble and habitual constitution. taries public for sale
Congressman Champ
by the New
speak on the opening day and there Cleanses the system and is pleasant Mexican Printing Company at very
will be a grand illuminated river par- - to tke
old by all druggists.
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporade in the evening.
ated companies are also handled. Call
The "Parade of Cities," one of the
It is an admitted fact that real es- at or address the New Mexican Printbig features of the week, will take tate, financial men and merchants al! ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
place Tuesday, which will be known j say that quickest and best results are
as Missouri and Columbus Day. Mayor obtained by advertising in the New
If you want anything on earth-- a try
Kreismann has advised the committee Mexican.
New Mexican want "ad."
in charge of the St. Charles celebration that St. Louis will be represented
in the parade. The Governor's ball
LI a..
will be held in the evening, and the
JaWtujUtA WJ:..iM,..I.Mi'.,..
of
Columbus
drill.
will
Knights
Industrial Parade.
Wednesday will be known as Merchants and Manufacturers' Day, and
there will be a big industrial parade.
Some women
their beauty to an advanced
A Marathon race and athletic games
JJut
will be held in the afternoon and the
women, who regularly endure pain, age
age.
Centennial banquet will take place in
rapidly, for suffering leaves
lasting marks on

WANTS
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Coronado Cafe

ver.-youn-

Woman s Beauty
retain

the evening.
A frontier and automobile
parade
will be a feature of Automobile and

Old Settlers' Day, as Thursday will be
called. A road race for automobiles,
a camp fire, motorcycle and automobile races and band concerts will be
features of the day.
A horse show and races, an agricultural parade and a farmers' institute
will be features of County, Horse and
Stock Day, as Friday will be called.
The townships of the county will be
represented by floats in the parade.
But on Saturday, which will be
known as "All Fools' Day" things will
be turned loose. Special features will
be seen on the "Via Lustig," which
will be the "Pike" of the celebration,
and there will be an "All Fools' Parade." Significant is a notation at the
bottom of the program for that day.
The notation is "Lost Keys," and is
taken to indicate that things will be
more or less wide open on that day.
Everyone will be masked from dawn
until midnight, and prizes will be
awarded for the best costumes.

its

them.

Nearly all women suffer more or less with some
form of female trouble. It should not be neglected.
Avoid the pain treat yourself at home by taking
Cardui, as thousands of other women have done.
Begin at once and give Cardui a fair trial.
i

I! WiU Help You

J36

ITra. Katie Burlison, Gorerille, 111., tried Cardui and writes:
suffered with female troubles, and was so sick I could not stand
on my feet. Finally I began to take Cardui, and soon began to
mend. Now I am able to do all my housework and am in much
better health than I was before." try

"I
fj

it
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MARKET REPORT

MONEYS AND METALS.
Near the Main
Seattle, Sept. 25. The sovereign
Trolley Car Crash
New York, Sept. 25. Copper and
grand lodge of the Independent OrGate of Yukon Pacific Exposider of Odd Fellows, which has been ,ead nominally unchanged; silver 31
tion at Seattle.
in session here this week concluded
Denver, Colo., Sept. 25.
call money nominal: prime paper
V Forecast for New Mexico: PartMexican dollars 43.
Seattle, Sept. 25. Of the eighty its work and adjourned yesterday. 4
ly cloudy tonight an d Sunday
on a big Wallingford ave- The lodge decided to establish a tuGRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
passengers
with wanner weather tonight.
nue car that was wrecked at a curve berculosis sanitarium for the whole
Chicago. 111., Sept. 25. Wheat-S- ept
near the main gate of the world's fair order and a committee was appointed
102
Dec. 98
to report on location and ways and
You find all the popular brands of ;
Dec. 38
Oats Sept. 39
ypK, erday, not one escaped being cut
or liruisea or simrpiy snaiien, uui il means at the meeting at Atlanta, next
Dec. 38
cigars at weiuuei
Oots Sept. 39
Initiating Candidates The Modem IS Deiieveu luiiigm Liiau none ui iuc September.
Pork Sept. $24.60; Jan. $18.57
Woodmen of America last evening ini- injured will die. Frank Hull, of Ta-- I
Oct. $12.40.
Lard Sept. $12.57
tiated six candidates in the Elks' hall. coma, aged 46, an Odd Fellow, attend- GOVERNOR JOHNSON ACCUMOct. $11.77
Ribs Sepf. $11.97
Late Again The Denver and Rio ing the festivities of the sovereign
ULATED NO GREAT RICHES,
x
Grande train was again late yester- grand lodge meeting died an hour afWOOL MARKET.
at
ten ter being taken from the wreck,
day, arriving in Santa Fe
.St. Paul, Sept. 24. The late GovSt. Louis, Sept. 25. Wool quiet;
j
o'clock.
pa-- , ernor Johnson left no will but it is unTonight there are twenty-sevewestern mediums 23(a28;
territory
at Tucumcari
Burglars tients in four Seattle hospitals,
Burglars
derstood that it was his wish, ex- fine mediums 2224; fine 13ffiT9.
entered the store of T. A. Muirhead j The car with eighty passengers of pressed before he died, that his entire
LIVE STOCK.
anrt Pnmnanv" ' at Tuciiincari alirl se- - whom fifty-fivwere seated and the
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 25. Cattle
be turned over to Mrs. Joha-soproperty
'
I
cured $300.
(others clinging to seats and straps,
It is estimated that the value
Receipts, 200, including 100 south
I
Notes High got. beyond control of the motorman
Bowling and Pool
of the estate will not exceed $18,000.
market steady. Native steers
erns;
score bowling September 24, 166 by and attained a 30 miles an hour speed.
southern steers $3.25
$4.508.25;
28
High bust
by At the corner of Fourteenth avenue
George Gaastra.
cows $2.50 3.80; native
southern
4.75;
E. V. Marsh.
and East Fiftieth street, it careened
cows .and heifers $2.25 5.50; stpekers
Attorone-stor-y
Mexico
Death of Former New
left the track and crashed into a
and feeders $3.005.50; bulls $2.50
ney John H. Stingle, at one time
building, demolishing the flim-se- y
western-steercalves
13.75;
$3.50 7.50;HOW
THEY
STAND.
at
at
died
Albuquerque,
city attorney
structure, splitting and wrecking
cows
western
$2.50
$3.807.OO;
Los Angeles, California.
the car and hurling the passengers
4.25.
National League.
Meet Monday The regular meet- forward with great force.
Receipts, 3.000; market
Won. Lost P. CJ Hogs
ing of the Woman's Board of Trade
The niotoiman, E. W. Melen, a
Bulk of sales $7.908.30;
36
.743 strong.
104
will be held in the library rooms gray haired veteran with a reputation Pittsburg
.071 heavy $8.208.35; packers and butch94 ,46
Monday afternoon September 27th, at for carefulness, opened the door be- Chicago
52
New
.615 ers $8.008.35; . light $7.508.20;
2 : 30.
.
83
York
hind him as soon as he found that
70
70
.500 pigs $5.00 7.25.
New Bakery Elsewhere appears the car had got out of control and Cincinnati .
200;
market
Receipts,
Sheep
G9
72
.490
a
announcement
new
of
to
the
the passengers:
bakery shouted
Philadelphia
Muttons $4.255.00;
lambs
89
.355 steady.
49
for Santa Fe, which will open up on
"Brace yourselves; I cannot help Brooklyn
wethers
$4.005.20;
range
A
St.
$.006.60;
90
of
.343
the
Louis
47
side
further
the east
plaza.
you."
announcement will appear later.
98
.285 range ewes $3.00 4.75.
39
j
A few seconds later the runaway Boston
Chicago, Sept. 25. Cattle Receipts
Death of Old Settler J. P. Rain-bol- plunged into the St. Louis cafe, a lit
American League.
300. Market steady.
Beeves $4.00
who has resided at Lordsburg for tle restaurant built for the world's
Won. Lost. P.C. 8.35; Texas steers
west$3.S3g.l0;
more than twenty years, died this fair trade.
51
92
.644 ern steers
Detroit
$3.906.50; stockers and
week while visiting his sister in Texas,
S9
53
.627 feeders
Philadelphia
$3.105.25; cows, heifers
He leaves a wife and several children. STRANGE SUICIDE OF
59
83
Boston .
.5S4 $2.006.00; calves $7.009.00.
Taken Back to Estancia Sheriff
19 YEAR OLD GIRL,
72
.490
Chicago .
'Hogs
Receipts 6,000. Market
.7 n I n s
Meyer yesterday took back with
73
New York . .... ... ,09
.482 steady to strong. Light $7.808.45;
him to Estancia men named McKinley
Woodbury, X. J., Sept. 25. Unusual Cleveland .
....69 75 .479 mixed $7.858.60; heavy $7.708.60;
and Boyle who will be given a hearing circumstances surround the
supSt. Louis
81
.426 rough $7.70 7.95; good, choice heavy
60
on the charge of robbing a number of posed suicide here yesterday of Helen
.
38 104
.268 $7.958.60; pigs $6.601S5; bulk of
Washington
houses.
Brayton, aged 19 years, who was
sales $8.208.45.
Western League.
Two Sudden Deaths Report from found fatally wounded in the resiMarket
Sheep
Receipts 3,000.
C.
P.
Won.
Lost.
Lake Arthur to Roswell has it that dence of her uncle, with whom she
western
Native
steady.
$2.704.90;
57
.
.620
Sioux
...93
City
Arof
the Lake
made her home. The uncle, C. H.
Proprietor Kilgour
yearlings $4.005.50;
59
.601 $3.005.00;
.89
thur hotel died suddenly of apoplexy Brown, is on a gunning trip in Maine Des Moines
native $4.257.25; western
67
.544 lambs,
80
and that a man named Walton died and her aunt is on a visit in Atlantic Omaha
72
.493 $4.507.20.
70
Topeka . .
of typhoid fever.
City.
C9
78
.469
Wichita
SouthCarrizozo Paper Sold The
Three hours before the shooting,
If you want anything on
try
78
.462
67
western Outlook at Carrizozo,
has Miss Brayton awakened her cousin, Denver
New Mexican want "ad."
86
.411
60
Lincoln
been
changed ownership again, having
Harry Brown, 13 years old, and told
...57 88 .393
bought by William Koehler from Mrs. him a strange man had been in her Pueblo
Anna DeBoer. Mrs. DeBoer will re- bed room. The boy, who was alone
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
turn to her former home in Iowa.
with the girl in the house, finding no
Will Be Married on Mondav Pro intruder, returned to bed. He was
National League.
Boston at Chicago.
bate Clerk George W. Arnrijo has awakened later by the groans of the
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
granted a marriage license to Alberto girl and going to her room found her
Xew York at Cincinnati.
Romero and Anastacia Rodriguez. The in bed with a bullet wound in the
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
couple will be married at the Cathed- head. A revolver was found in the
bed. Young Brown gave an alarm
American League.
ral on Monday morning at 7 o'clock.
Reckless Drivers Arrested Three but the girl died soon afterwards.
Chicago at Washington.
When young Brown was first awakMi! a, fJ
St. Louis at Boston.
young men named Chaves, Metzkei
and
and Sanchez were arrested at Albu- ened he obtained a revolver
Detroit at Xew York.
querque yesterday for fast driving and searched the house and when he reCleveland at Philadelphia.
being drunk. They almost ran into turned to bed he placed the weapon
Western League.
an automobile' and upset a buggy oc- under his pillow. When he fell asleep
Denver at Wichita.
j the
girl, it is supposed, went to his
cupied by young girls.
Pueblo at Topeka.
Buried This Morning This morning room, secured the revolver and reLincoln at Omaha.
at six thirty, the funeral of Roman turning to her own apartment, shot
Sioux City at Des Moines.
HBa. - ,unAU MP ... DO fog?
Alarid of Canon roarl took place from herself.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
A coroner's jury today returned a
the Cathedral.
Interment was made
National League.
at Rosario. Alarid who was fifty-thre- verdict that the girl killed herself
A4t
Xew York 12; Cincinnati 9.
years of age, died Thursday while suffering from melancholia.
6.
St.
Louis
Brooklyn 12;
j
night from gastric trouble.
Pittsburg 2; Philadelphia 1.
House
Last
Attempted
TAOS IS ADVANCED TO PRESIBreaking
Chicago 9; Boston 1.
night about ten o'clock a strange man
DENTIAL POSTOFFICE CLASS.
American League.
attempted to force entrance into the
All games postponed on account of
'
residence of W. D. Hayes at Galisteo
On October 1 the postofflce at Taos, rain or wet
WOODY'S HACK
grounds.
and Manhattan streets. The timely X.
M., will be advanced from a fourth
Western
League.
appearance of Mrs. Hayes who shout- class office to the presidential class.
Topeka 7; Pueblo 5.
From
ed at the man scared him away.
The salary of the postmaster thereDenver
8; Wichita 1.
Wil-larPurchased
d
Deming Graphic
after will be $1,000 a year.
Omaha 8; Lincoln 3.
E. Holt, postmaster at Bellevue,
Postmasters appointed in Xew MexDes Moines 5 ; Sioux City 1.
Mich., and prominent
in Republican ico:
Pacific Coast League.
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 S5 p m
affairs in his home state, has purH. Lisle, at Eiunndorf, SoHampton
Los
6; Portland 2.
Angeles
chased the Deming Graphic and will corro
7 p m
Arrives at TAOS at
county, vice C. II. Elmmdrof, reSacramento 6; Vernon 1.
take up his residence with his family
signed.
San Francisco 5 ; Oakland 1.
in the City of the Windmills.
He visueorge L. White at Cuates, Union
American Association.
ited in Santa Fe a short time ago and
vice A. M. Bryan, resigned.
Tilp
Columbus 4; Milwaukee 2.
became well acquainted with officials, j county,
Arthur B. Dunn, Sierra county,
4.
St.
Paul
9;
Indianapolis
A Gay Lothario
It is alleged that vice H. F.
Ten mils: xa.ea.rer
Prevost, resigned.
Louisville 4; Kansas City 1.
a young man who came to Santa Fe
than aay tiler tsray Good teams
O. Vvetmore at Monterey, Otero
ira
from Kansas and posed as unmarried
has wife and children at his former county, vice C. R. Jeffries, resigned,
Harold F. Hanua at Parape, Socorro
home. Unfortunately, so it is report-- 1
vice J. G. Rouiller, resigned.
county,
ed, he had already succeeded in inHenry is the name of a newly estabducing a young woman and her moth-- !
er to leave their home. Parents lished postoffice in Eddy county, X. M.
should watch carefully the company Henry B. May has been appointed
kept by their daughters.
YOUR ATTENTION
DAILY WEATHER REPORT,
INDIAN HANGED IN
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 24. 1909.
NEVADA STATE PRISON.
Maximum temperature, 72 degrees, '
TO OUR DISPLAY OP
at 4 p. m. Minimum temperature 42
Reno, Xev., Sept. 25. Calmly smok-turdegrees at 5:50 a m. Mean tempera-- '
57 degrees.
Departure from ing a . cigarette and with stoicism
"Fall
normal, minus 1 degree. Relative hu- - proverbial of his race George Williams
midity at 6 a. m.. 73 per cent. Rela- - the Indian murderer of Barney Griff en
five humidity at 6 p. m., 29 per cent, and James Connors, two prospectors
Relative humidity, average for the at Stimler, Nev., in 1907, was yesterday, 51 per cent. Lowest temperature day hanged at the state prison at
NOVELTIES
during last .night, 45 degrees. Tern- - Carson. The execution took place
perature at 6 a. m. today, 46 degrees, shortly after 11 o'clock and was wit- STOLEN REWARD From Frank nessed by a few newspaper men and
P. Sturges, Santa Fe, X. M., Septem- different state officials, among whom
ber 24th, 1909, two Llewellyn Bird was Governor Dickerson. There was
Dogs -- 1 female and 1 male. Female no hitch in the execution and the Inhas one black ear with small black dian was pronounced dead 14 minutes
spots on body, well trained, 18 months after the trigger dropped. He acknowold, answers to the name of "Queen." ledged that he was the murderer and
old puppy,
The male is a
expressed sorrow for the incident.
large for his age, has a very "mottley"
face, two black ears and large black
Catron Block.
Phone B'ack 78
spot on side, mottled legs and feet. JUDGE NORTHCUTT IS
CITED FOR CONTEMPT.
Send information to F. P. Sturges,
Chas. Closson, Sheriff Santa Fe
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 25. Jesse G.
County, or Capt. Fred Fornoff, MountNorthcutt, a prominent attorney and
ed Police, Santa Fe, X. M.
former district judge of Trinidad,
K
must show to the federal court why
LICENSE REVOKED FOR
W
VIOLATING SUNDAY LAW. he should not be held for contempt of
court for violation of a restraining or-- !
LA
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 25. For der, and a writ of attachment has
the first time in the history of Bexar been issued for Robert Lawrence, a
(VIE
county, a saloon keeper's license was wealthy New York man. The case
for
out
control
.
the
of
grew
struggle
revoked yesterday.
County Judge Shook ordered the cf the Yankee Fuel Company, which
EAST SIDE 0 PLAZA.
owns much valuable coal land around
W permit of Tomas Gomez cancelled bej
cause he kept his saloon open Sunday. Trinidad.
Watch This Space For Opening Announcement
K The
prosecution alleged that Gomez
Home
made Bread Home made G&kes Homenade Pies
If you want anything on earth try
sold two bottles of. beer to a boy
a New Mexican want "ad."
'
September 12.
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Grocery
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Bakery
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On October 1st our contract with our present baker terminates; after
v.hich date our bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
the best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will
increase in size and greatly improve on quality. All we ask is a' chance
to "show you."

.........
.........
......

i

I

--

2

1--

2

2

Per cent

1--

2

Per cent

Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2
percent in addition to our low prices.
1--

2

F. Andrews,

.4.

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

Phone

&

No. 4

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

Phono Black

19

General
Merchandise

FRANK F GORMLEY
SANTA FE. N. M.

Barranca to Taos

J. D. MULLIGAN

FIINFR AT

Given Careful
pe,8onal Attention

Palace Ave.

FRAMING

Phone Red

TASTEFULLY

e

j

Undertaker and Embalmer

PICTURE

I

LINE

lamnsa

No. 125

--

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy ate1 Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

436 Canon Road

.......

AND

SATISFACTORILY

FARE

130.
DONE.

$5.00

j

i

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

$4 50 per' ton
5.25
6.00

Screened Raton Lump
"
Monero

terrillos
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

d
L

j

Sawed Wood and Kindlin?
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near

A

T. & S. F. Depot

Phone 85.. Office

e,

Mcdels, Pattern and Tailored Hats
In Felts, Collars and

Garfield Avenue

Handkerchiefs etc.

XX

X

X

X

M

NAVAJO AND

CELINE OF

m

w

w

a Moda Millinery

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
K
M

H

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

g

FOR FIVE CENTS

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free
We will sh rtly have in a f oil line ol

souvenie'

THE Hp

Mexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each

K
W

K

J.
301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S CANDELAKIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NE W

N, M.

.

BAKERY

